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Abstract
The first genome-wide tissue-specific loss-of-function screen for various devel-
opmental genes by RNAi preceded the work of my diploma thesis. I would adapt
classical screening strategies to verify and prioritize candidate genes for Notch sig-
naling, planar cell polarity and growth control. Multiple novel bona-fide genes for
these essential, evolutionary conserved, biological processes were identified, under-
lining that tissue-specific RNAi is a versatile tool for genetic screens.
Five novel genes, which are essential for upstream Notch signaling were iden-
tified. Besides improving the understanding of intercellular communication, those
novel genes could be of direct medical interest as erroneous Notch signaling con-
tributes to multiple human diseases, such as T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia
or the Alagille syndrome.
A novel class of planar cell polarity mutants was discovered. In contrast to
known planar cell polarity mutants, the global direction multiple tissues was not
lost, but reversed. Further analysis showed that those mutants have a dominant
effect on the subcellular localization of starry night, whose subcellular localization
is though to be instructive for planar cell polarity. These findings strongly suggest
that the new genes are part of a novel undescribed regulatory system that orients
the direction of various tissues.
A group of very likely secreted paralogues, which function as growth suppressors,
was identified in one RNAi situation. This example also illustrates that in-vivo
RNAi allows the identification of novel genes, which would not be accessible to
classical genetic screens as loss of only one of the paralogues would very likely be
compensated by other paralogues.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Drosophila in-vivo RNAi as a tool for genetic
screens
1.1.1 Developmental biology helps to understand regulatory
systems
One central aim in biological research is to understand how an organism functions.
By interfering with a given gene, the biological function of its product can be de-
ducted [43]. One model organism for such genetic studies is the common fruit fly
Drosophila melanogaster . Genes, which are required for its proper development,
can also frequently active during the the development of other organisms [117] and
can be affected in human disease.
One approach to identify new genes is to define a certain biological process
of interest. Then individual mutated individuals are tested for an defect in this
biological process. Although several such large scale screens have been successfully
performed in D. melanogaster, more than 50% of its electronically predicted genes
have not been functionally described [97]. This implies that several genes, which
are involved in evolutionary conserved regulatory systems, remain to be discovered.
1.1.2 Classical mutagens vs. RNAi
Previous large scale screens in D. melanogaster have applied “classical” mutagens,
such as radiation or chemical mutagens. Those mutagens would mutate a random
gene, whose identity was only mapped later, after a phenotype of interest would
occur. It could be possible that several genes of potential interest have never been
mutated in any of those large scale screens (Fig 1.1).
Although attempts exist to generate collections of different D. melanogaster
lines, where every single gene is mutated in another line by one mapped mutation,
those collections neither do reach genome-wide coverage nor has it been proven that
all genes are accessible to the methods used for making these collections [105]. In
this aspect, flies and other higher organisms, such as mice, are different from yeast,
where genome-wide collection of mutants exist and can be used for screens [123].
To circumvent the problem of having to mutate the genomic sequence of any
gene, RNA interference (RNAi) can be used. Small double stranded RNA molecules
can trigger the silencing of RNA molecules, which share the same sequence. The
“targeted” RNA becomes degraded. By interfering with the mRNA of a given gene,
the levels of its gene product will be reduced. By inducing RNAi against every single
gene (in parallel tests), the levels of every gene should get reduced - in principle -
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Mutagen: chemical compound, 
radiation, transposon, ... (random)
genomic DNA with several genes
in gene, required for 
phenomenon of interest
in no gene in gene, NOT required for
phenomenon of interest
Mutations in genomic DNA:
Screen for defects in phenomenon of interest 
in gene, required for 
phenomenon of interest
Map mutation to a certain gene
“already_described_gene_123”
“undescribed_gene_456”
is
gene, required for 
phenomenon of
interest missed
Verify
Figure 1.1: In a classical screen, a mutation of a random gene is introduced.
Upon detection of mutant individuals with a phenotype of interest, the mutation is
mapped.
in at least one experimental situation (Fig 1.2).
Such genome-wide RNAi screens have been performed in both, cell culture and
“simpler” animals such as in the worm Caenorhabditis elegans. However, screens
in cell culture have a few serious disadvantages: The environmental conditions, in
which the cells are exposed to RNAi, maybe are not physiological. Unknown factors,
which could be required for a given process (and are not part of standard media)
could be required for one aspect of the process of interest. Similarly, biological
processes, which dependent on the integrity of a tissue or which do not affect a
single cell, but a whole tissue, can only be studied in a limited way.
On the other hand, genome-wide in-vivo RNAi screens in animals such as C.
elegans have faced the problem of systemic RNAi. RNAi would be propagated
into (nearly all) tissues of the organisms. Similarly, injection of RNAi triggering
molecules into the blastoderm of D. melanogaster , does not evoke a tissue-specific
RNAi [54]. Thus RNAi would favor masking of a phenotype of interest (e.g.: by
lethality).
However, a method for in-vivo RNAi screens in D. melanogaster has recently
been developed at our institute [31]. A collection of different RNAi constructs
targeting nearly every gene of the D. melanogaster genome has been constructed.
With this collection, RNAi can be triggered in a specific tissue or at a specific
developmental stage of D. melanogaster by a simple cross of two different fly lines.
Thousands of transgenic fly lines, which each carries a known inverted repeats
(IR) have been constructed. Those IRs normally remain silent as they are not con-
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genomic DNA with several genes
gene, required for 
phenomenon of interest
genes, NOT required for
phenomenon of interest
Make mutagens against the function of every single gene 
(Inverted repeats, done once)
Screen for defects in phenomenon of interest 
speci!c (known) mutagen against a 
gene, required for phenomenon of interest
Verify
vs vs vs vs
known
Figure 1.2: An RNAi screen uses mutagens, which have been constructed to target
certain genes. Genome-wide collections of mutagens allow genome-wide screens.
trolled by an endogenous fly promoter. Activation of the transcription of the IR can
be triggered using the well-established Gal4 / UAS system [11], whose activity is
dependent upon the cultivation temperature of the flies [33]. Triggering the expres-
sion of the IR will induce the degradation of complementary RNA molecules by the
RNAi machinery. Thus a tissue-specific loss-of-function phenotype can be observed
(Fig 1.3). Different fly lines, where Gal4 has inserted into another endogenous locus
and is thus expressed in another tissue (and time specific) manner will be referred
as “driver lines” in this text.
Although individual IRs are targeted against specific genes, it can not formally
be excluded, that a given phenotype is caused independently of the interference
with the targeted gene (see last chapter). Nevertheless, I will sometimes refer to
some IRs as mutants of a specific gene (especially in the discussion part of each
chapter). However, it has to been verified for the discovered IRs that they cause a
phenotype due to interference with their predicted target RNA.
On the other hand, initial experience with this technique in the lab and other
labs using the same technique shows that target gene independent phenotypes are
not in general the causes for the phenotypes [121].
1.2 A genome-wide RNAi screen for developmen-
tal genes
1.2.1 Significance of the original screen
Jennifer Mummery-Widmer (Y.M.-W.) and Masakazu Yamazaki (M.Y.) have per-
formed a genome-wide tissue-specific RNAi screen in D. melanogaster. This repre-
sents the first in-vivo genome-wide RNAi (loss-of-function) screen for various devel-
opmental genes performed in an animal without systemic RNAi. Furthermore, of
all genome-wide in-vivo loss-of-function screens, their screen represents the screen,
which has been performed in the organism most closely related to humans.
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GAL4
UAS
300-400bp 
inverted repeat 
target mRNA
Figure 1.3: Principle of tissue-specific RNAi in D. melanogaster : Gal4 expression
is regulated by a tissue and stage-specific promoter. Gal4 recognizes UAS sites
and triggers the expression of inverted repeats, which fold to doublestranded RNA
molecules. Those doublestranded RNA molecules are recognized by the RNAi ma-
chinery. They are cleaved into 19mers, which mediate the degradation of RNAs
with complementary sequences; Figure by J.M.-W. & M.Y.
1.2.2 Known genes, required for Notch Signaling, Planar
Cell Polarity and Overgrowth were discovered
The original screen was performed on the notum (=thorax) of the fly (Fig 1.4). Pnr
Gal4, which is expressed in a stripe on the notum, was used as a driver. This system
has also previously been used for screens involving overexpression constructs [84].
In the original screen by Jennifer Mummery-Widmer and Masakazu Yamazaki,
IRs targeting known genes would result in phenotypes, which have previously been
reported for classical loss-of-function mutants. I would focus on candidates for
Notch signaling, planar cell polarity and overgrowth (Fig 1.4).
Loss-of-function of genes, which are required for Notch signaling, can have two
different phenoprints on the notum. Delta-IR (Dl-IR) indicates that the number of
sensory organs (which normally have one extracellular bristle per organ) is increased.
This is due to the requirement of Notch signaling in restricting areas, which can form
parts of the peripheral nervous system. O-fut1-IR reflects a requirement for Notch
signaling in the specification of individual cells within the multi-cellular sensory
organ. In O-fut1-IR no bristle cells are specified (Fig 1.4).
Starry night (Stan) is required for the proper orientation of the bristles. This
reflects Stan’s requirement in a process called planar cell polarity (PCP) (Fig 1.4).
Loss-of-function of known evolutionary conserved tumor suppressors, such as
Expanded or Mob as Tumor Suppressor (Mats), leads to an increase in the size of
the notum (Fig 1.4).
The original screen yielded 100-200 novel candidate genes for each of these three
processes. I would study tese candidate genes during my diploma thesis.
I will describe all these processes in more detail at the beginning of the respective
chapters.
1.2.3 General strategy for identifying novel bona-fide genes
I would study the candidates originally identified in the genome-wide screen in an-
other tissue (The other tissue turned out to be the wing for every set of candidates).
This would follow classical screening strategies used in D. melanogaster screens and
would help to exclude false-positives, which had only phenocopied defects of the pro-
cesses of interest on the notum, and notum specific factors, which are not generally
required for the processes of interest.
After those “secondary assays”, I would try to narrow down the function of the
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neg. control Delta-IR O-fut1-IR Stan-IR
neg. control Expanded-IR Mats-IR
Notch Signaling Planar Cell Polarity
Growth Control
Figure 1.4: Phenotypes of defects in Notch Signaling, planar cell polarity and Over-
growth in the genome-wide screen; Figure by J.M.-W. & M.Y.
identified candidates. This preliminary work should also help to prioritize candi-
dates for further studies.
1.2.4 Aims of my diploma thesis
• Identify novel bona fide genes required for Notch signaling, planar cell polarity
or growth control.
• Get insights into the function of some of those genes.
1.2.5 Significance of diploma thesis
The work of the diploma thesis adapted classical verification strategies for genes
involved in Notch signaling, planar cell polarity and growth control. The work
presented in this thesis is based on the candidate set obtained in a genome-wide
tissue-specific RNAi screen. It is the first genome-wide tissue-specific RNAi (loss-
of-function) screen for genes required for Notch signaling, planar cell polarity and
growth control.
1.2.6 Main results of the diploma thesis
Previously established experimental systems were successfully adapted for tissue-
specific in-vivo RNAi showing that in-vivo RNAi is a suitable tool for studying
various biological processes. Novel bona fide genes, required for notch signaling,
planar cell polarity and growth control were identified.
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Five novel bona-fide genes affect Notch signaling upstream of its transcriptional
function. Notch levels are downregulated in an RNAi situation against one of those
genes.
A new class of planar cell polarity mutants was discovered. In those mutants the
PCP is not lost, but rather inverted by 180◦. At least one so-called core component
of the PCP machinery displays an altered subcellular localization corresponding to
the new direction. This implies that the novel class of PCP genes are part of the
predicted, but never found, system that couples global polarity cues (“body axes”)
to the planar polarity of individual tissues.
One group of highly similar paralogues was identified in the overgrowth screen.
Those paralogues are very likely secreted. This suggests that they function as
secreted growth inhibitors. Preliminary, correlative data implies that they may
function as ligands for the evolutionary conserved hippo tumor suppressor pathway,
for which no ligand has been identified yet.
1.3 General outline of this text
1.3.1 General outline of this text
The following three chapters are dedicated to Notch signaling, planar cell polarity
and growth control, respectively. Each of those three chapters concentrates on
the respective screens and the putative biological functions of the newly identified
bona-fide genes.
1.3.2 Anatomic overview of studied tissues
The gross anatomy of the wing imaginal disc and the wing, which serves as model
tissues in various assays, is indicated in Fig 1.5. Despite its name, the wing imaginal
disc will not only give rise to the adult wing during development, but also the
notum (=thorax) of the flies. Panel a) shows one of two mirror symmetric wing
imaginal disc of a 3rd instar larva. The wing imaginal disc is basically a monolayered
epithelium.
During pupariation, the wing imaginal discs will fold to give rise to the dorsal
and ventral epithelial layer of the adult wing. An upper view onto an adult wing
is shown in panel c). Within the adult wing, one prominent anatomical feature are
the wing veins, which serve multiple purposes, such as providing channels for nerve
cells or providing structural integrity to the wing itself. The areas between those
veins are called cells. C’ and D’ cells residue proximal to the C and D cell and are
separated from them by crossveins.
The definition of individual phenotypic terms is given in the supplemental sec-
tion.
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V
DA P
V
D
a) wing imaginal disc b’) folding of wing imaginal disc 
     (during pupariation)
b’’)
b’’’)(prospective) notum
(prospective) wing
(prospective) wing margin
(prospective) proximo-distal axis
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
a-cv
A
B
C
D
E
C '
D'
c) adult wing (dorsal view on right wing)
(prospective) dorsal wing epithelium
(prospective) ventral wing epithelium
p-cv
lateral
medial
lateral
Figure 1.5: a) 3rd instar larval wing imaginal disc; b) folding of wing imaginal disc;
c) adult wing: L1-L5: longitudinal veins; A-E: cells; a-cv: anterior crossvein; p-cv:
posterior crossvein
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Chapter 2
Notch Signaling Screen
2.1 Background
2.1.1 Notch signaling in human disease
Notch is involved in multiple human diseases. Notch has activating mutations in
more than half of the patients in various subtypes of T cell acute lymphoblastic
leukemia suggesting that upregulated Notch signaling contributes to the malignancy
[116]. Upregulation of Notch signaling also contributes to multiple glomerular dis-
eases [78].
A few other human diseases, which are caused by mutations of Notch or one of its
ligands, are the Alagille syndrome [79] or cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy
with subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy (=CADASIL) [57]. Furthermore,
Notch has been implicated in remyelinisation in mammals, eventually reflecting a
function in multiple sclerosis, although the exact function of Notch in this context
remains controversial [91].
2.1.2 Notch signaling has multiple developmental functions
Notch can mediate signaling between neighboring cells. The Notch-loss-of-function
consistent phenotypes presented in this study result from three different Notch
dependent biological processes.
In the original screen on the notum, one Notch-loss-of-function consistent phe-
notype was the increase of bristles, which presumably reflects an increase in the
number of sensory organs. One reason for this phenotype could be lateral inhi-
bition mediated by Notch. Neighboring cells undergo repetitive cycles adjusting
their own levels of Notch signaling to the levels of neighboring cells. This leads to
a stereotypical pattern of cells with levels of Notch signaling increased or reduced
relative to their neighbors. Only cells with low levels of Notch activity will become
sensory organs. This principle of Notch mediated lateral inhibition can be found
in various different contexts, for instance during the development of the inner ear
of mammals [103]. Another model of lateral inhibition, which has been used in
this study, are the wing veins of flies. Initially, broad areas, which are competent
of becoming wing veins, are specified. Dependent upon Notch signaling, the area,
which will give rise to the wing veins, becomes restricted.
A second phenotype of the original screen was a reduced number of bristles. Sen-
sory organs undergo asymmetric cell divisions, which lead to to the establishment
of different cell fates. Absence of bristle cells can indicate aberrant asymmetric
cell division. Asymmetric cell division means, that two daughter cells are biased
11
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maturation &
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(e.g.: Delta)
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repressor complex activator complex
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Intracellular Domain
Figure 2.1: Simplified overview of canonical Notch signaling (note: interaction be-
tween Notch and ligands not necessarily between neighboring plasmamembranes)
towards different properties. Intriguingly, an evolutionary conserved machinery ex-
ists, that promotes different cell fates of daughter cells in various contexts. This
asymmetric cell division machinery frequently acts by establishing different levels
of Notch activity between the daughter cells.
A further biological principle of Notch signaling is demonstrated at the prospec-
tive wing margin. This is an example of instructive Notch signaling. Different
modulators of Notch signaling are unequally distributed in the prospective dorsal
and ventral side of the wing. These modulators restrict the area, where Notch sig-
naling can occur, to the area at the boundary of the prospective dorsal and ventral
side of the wing (= prospective wing margin). This triggers an localized upregula-
tion of Notch signaling [15]. Upregulation of Notch then induces the expression of
downstream targets, which are required for proper wing margin formation. Indeed,
Notch has its name because of the notched shape of wings, which results from a
loss of Notch signaling at the prospective wing margin.
2.1.3 Short outline of canonical Notch signaling
Notch is a large transmembrane glycoprotein. It is located on the plasma membrane
of a cell, but can also be internalized. It binds to ligands, which are expressed in
neighboring cells. In flies there are at least two different ligands, Delta and Serrate.
Avidity of the binding of Notch to its ligand can be controlled for instance by
varying glycoslation of Notch. Upon interaction, the intracellular part of Notch is
released by proteolytic cleave and translocates into the nucleus, where it cooperates
with Supresssor of hairless (Su(H)) to induce the transcription of multiple target
genes and release the repression of the target genes [12].
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2.2 Experimental strategy
2.2.1 Experimental strategy
Lines, which had resulted either in an gain or a loss of bristles in the genome-wide
primary notum screen, were selected for a wing assay. Lines, where the loss of
bristles phenotype had been caused by cell death (rather than a cell fate transfor-
mation), were excluded (work done by J.M.-W. & M.Y.).
The adult D. melanogaster wing allows the fast detection of two Notch-loss-of-
function phenotypes: wider veins and a notched margin.
A Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ reporter was chosen to assay the candidate genes for a
requirement for upstream Notch signaling. Downregulation of this reporter demon-
strated a requirement of the identified genes upstream of Su(H) mediated expression
of target genes. Genes, which mediate tissue-specific downstream effects of Notch
signaling or are required for Su(H) indepenent Notch signaling [6] would be missed.
Antibody stainings of Delta and Notch were finally done, to test if Delta or Notch
is misexpressed. Furthermore, absent upregulation of Delta at the prospective wing
margin provided a further Notch-loss-of-function phenotype [20].
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Optimal parameters for the wing-screen were deter-
mined in a prescreen
In order to perform an efficient screen for the analysis of the candidate genes, the
parameters (driver line, temperature) for the screen were determined in a pre-screen.
Known loss-of-function phenotypes of known Notch signaling pathway members
should be reproduced with the corresponding IRs, while no Notch-loss-of-function
consistent phenotype should be introduced in negative controls. Furthermore, as
many wings as possible should be analyzable with the same parameters. This means
that the flies should neither be lethal prior to adulthood nor should their wings be
strongly wrinkled as strongly wrinkled wings may mask Notch pathway phenotypes
(The same principle is also true for all the other prescreens shown in this thesis).
IRs targeting known Notch signaling pathway members were crossed to four
differently expressed driver lines at 18◦C, 25◦C and 29◦C. MS1096 Gal4 at 25◦C
would yield strong Notch-loss-of-function phenotypes (only) with positive controls,
while no tested line was lethal (data not shown).
2.3.2 Downregulation of the Notch reporter Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ
shows defective Notch signaling
Notch activity at the prospective wing margin can be visualized by using the
Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ [40] and a fast X-gal staining reaction. IRs were expressed or-
thogonally to the prospective wing margin by Ptc Gal4 [55].
Downregulation of this reporter was observed at 18◦C, 25◦C and 29◦C upon
expression of IRs against various Notch pathway genes. However, two Delta-IRs
failed to downregulate Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ (as did the endogenous Notch signaling
target Cut; data not shown) at all tested temperatures. 25◦C was chosen as the
temperature for the following Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ experiments.
To exclude the possibility, that defects in dpp and EGF signaling, which can lead
to vein width defects [21], induce or block Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ expression, IRs targed
against various dpp and EGF pathway components were tested in the Gbe+Su(H)-
LacZ assay. Only Thick Veins-IR would sporadically induce a very subtle gap (data
not shown), which was weaker than any gap observed during the proper screen
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Notched Wider Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ
Tid Gene margin vein downregulation
1112 Notch yes yes yes
3720 Delta yes yes no
10662 Neuralized no no not tested
11257 Extra macrochaeteae no weak no
27187 Delta yes yes no
27228 Notch yes yes yes
27229 Notch yes yes yes
27526 Mind bomb 1 yes yes yes
37287 Delta yes yes not tested
37287 Delta yes yes no
43082 Presenilin no yes no
43880 Mastermind no no no
44046 O-fucosyltransferase 1 yes yes yes
Table 2.1: Phenotypes of all tested IRs targeted against known Notch pathway
genes
and may rather reflects a local growth defect than a direct downregulation of the
marker.
2.3.3 Novel bona-fide Notch pathway genes were identified
208 IR containing lines, targeted against 179 putative Notch pathway genes, were
tested in the wing screen. 19 lines (targeting 13 genes) would result in a notched
wing margin and in wider veins. A further group of 17 lines (targeting 15 genes)
would only result in wider veins. A detailed overview of all results is given in
the supplemental section (Fig 7.1 +f, Fig 7.7). Besides identifying Notch-loss-of-
function phenotypes, also other phenotypes were observed. Representative images
of those other phenotypes are shown in the supplemental chapter (Fig 7.6).
All IRs, which had resulted in at least one of the two Notch-loss-of-function
phenotypes on the wing and 30 lines, which did not show a Notch-loss-of-function
phenotype on the wing were tested in the Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ reporter assay. Only
lines, which had caused a notched wing margin, would show a downregulation of the
Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ reporter. Although an extended expression of Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ
had been reported previously [55], no extended expression area was observed with
any tested IR.
Besides IR, targeted against known Notch pathway genes, 6 IR lines, targeting
5 undescribed genes, would show a Notch-loss-of-function consistent phenotype on
the notum, the wing and in the Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ reporter (Fig 2.2).
A failure of downregulation of the reporter assay or the absence of a phenotype
on the wing does not exclude that the candidate genes are required for notch sig-
naling. Indeed, Presenilin-IR and Delta-IRs would only show a phenotype on the
wing, but not in the reporter assay.
2.3.4 Delta fails to become upregulated at the prospective
wing margin
IR against known Notch pathway genes and the IRs, which target undescribed
genes and induced a gap phenotype in the Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ reporter assay were
expressed on the posterior compartment of the wing imaginal disc using Engrailed
Gal4 (the anterior compartment served as an intrinsic negative control). Delta was
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Notch-IR
Tid 1112
CG11286-IR
Tid 17541
CG11053-IR
Tid 20105
CG8021-IR
Tid 23675
CG8136-IR
Tid 23748
Mind bomb 1-IR
Tid 27526
CG5608-IR
Tid 45569
white minus
Wing
MS1096 Gal4
Su(H) reporter
Ptc Gal4
Figure 2.2: Notch loss-of-function phenotypes on wing and in Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ trig-
gered by IR against known Notch pathways components and undescribed genes; red
areas indicate expression area of IRs; blue stripe indicates expression of Gbe+Su(H)-
LacZ; figure by J.W.-M.
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Notch-IR
Tid 20105 (CG11053-IR)
Tid 23675 (CG8021-IR)
Delta-IR
O-fut1-IR
Tid 45569 (CG5608-IR)
white minusEn Gal4 x CD8-GFP
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Downregulation of Notch in Tid 20105; a)Engrailed Gal4 expression
shown by UAS CD8-GFP(green), Phalloidin (red); b)Notch antibody (green), E-
cadherin (red); anterior is left; posterior is right
visualized by an immunostaining.
Delta failed to become upregulated at the wing margin in all tested lines (Fig
7.8) further underlining a defect in Notch signaling [20].
2.3.5 Tid 20105 (CG11053-IR) causes reduced Notch protein
levels
Next, a Notch staining was perfomred analogously to the Delta staining. Levels of
Notch were reduced in Notch-IR and elevated in O-fut1-IR, as previously reported
[81]. Besides Notch-IR, also Tid 20105 (CG11053-IR) caused reduced levels of Notch
protein (Fig 2.3).
2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Some known Notch pathway components were not iden-
tified
In the wing screen, the Notch pathway genes Mastermind and Neuralized did neither
induce wider veins nor a notched margin. This illustrates that some lines were lost
at this stage.
Presenilin-IR and Delta-IRs would result in Notch loss-of-function consistent
phenotypes on the wing, but not in the reporter assay, although they should do so
based on the current model of Notch signaling.
Presenilin-IR had only showed a subtle wider vein phenotype on the wing. Thus
it could be possible that Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ dependent transcription is sensitive for
the strength of the knockdown.
On the other hand, multiple lines encoding Delta-IRs failed to show a downreg-
ulation of Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ and of Cut, although all of them had shown a strong
wider vein phenotype and although Cut expression is lost in clones of a classic Delta
allele at the prospective wing margin [75].
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An artifact resulting from the integration site of the IRs seems highly unlikely,
as all tested Delta-IRs failed to downregulate the Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ. Intriguingly,
the wider vein phenotypes of all Delta-IRs were among the strongest wider vein phe-
notypes, which were observed in the screen. This contrasts the very weak notched
margin phenotype of the Delta-IRs. One possibility for the discrepancy of the
strength of the vein phenotype and of the margin phenotype in Delta-IRs could be
the presence of another factor, which is only present in one of those two contexts.
To sum it up, the Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ reporter was less sensitive than the wider
vein phenotype of the wing screen. This implies that some novel Notch pathway
genes have not been identified (although they are general regulators of Notch sig-
naling).
2.4.2 IRs affect general Notch signaling
IR have the potential of silencing unspecific genes, which have CAN repeats [69].
As Notch itself features several CAN repeats, it would be possible that the IRs did
not target specific genes, but Notch itself. However, with the exception of Tid20105
(CG11053-IR), levels of Notch were not obviously decreased. Similarly, all IRs have
a low number of CAN repeats [31] (Tab 2.2).
As the IRs would cause defective Notch signaling in multiple contexts and loss
of activity of the Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ reporter, genes targeted by them seem generally
required for upstream Notch signaling.
2.4.3 Non notch-like phenotypes were observed
Besides Notch-loss-of-function phenotypes also other phenotypes were observed on
the wing (Fig 7.6). This implies that these IRs were active on the D. melanogaster
wing and most of the targeted genes are functional on the wing (note: false-positives
possible - see last chapter).
The most prominent phenotype was the so-called bent upwards phenotype. As
the driver lines is more active on the dorsal side than on the ventral side of the
wing, it seems likely that many of the targeted genes are required for the proper
growth of cells. If the overall growth is stronger reduced on the dorsal side than on
the ventral side, the wings would be bent up.
Another phenotype is the ectopic bristle phenotype, which occurred in multiple
lines. Those had ectopic bristles on the wing blade. They maybe indicate genes,
which have a general neurogenic phenotype.
2.4.4 Predicted target genes
Electronic annotation
Transformant Construct ON OFF CAN
ID ID CG number targets targets s19 repeats
17541 6727 CG11286 1 0 1 0
20105 7179 CG11053 1 CG34009 0.81 2
20105 update 7179 CG34345 1 0 1 2
23675 13719 CG8021 1 Dhod 0.97 2
23748 13775 CG8136 1 0 1 2
39686 6727 CG11286 1 0 1 0
45569 11704 CG5608 1 0 1 2
Table 2.2: Electronic annotation according to the VDRC [31]. Note: In the updated
Flybase release FB2008 06 CG11053 and CG34009 have been fused to CG34345
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CG5608-IR is the D. melanogaster Vac14
CG5608 is the D. melanogaster homologue of the evolutionary conserved Vac14,
which is required for the synthesis of PtdIns(3,5)P(2) in organisms ranging from
yeast to human [90]. Formation of PtdIns(3,5)P(2) is mediated by Fab1, which
interacts with Vac14 in various species. Notably, no direct interaction of CG5608
and Fab1 has been shown in D. melanogaster until now. In yeast, PtdIns(3,5)P(2)
is required for maintaining the size and acidity of the vacuole and for transport of
certain proteins to the vacuole [10], [35], [86].
In D. melanogaster, Notch accumulates in endosomal compartments in fab1
mutant clones [87]. Thus Vac14 maybe is required for the proper trafficking of
Notch. On the other hand, Notch signaling still remained functional in those fab1
mutant clones [87]. This contrasts the Notch-loss-of-function phenotypes present
in CG5608-IR. Furthermore, no obvious increase in Notch levels was detected in
CG5608-IR. However, it can not be excluded that a phenotype would be seen with
a more sensitive method.
Moreover, two IR lines targeting Fab1 (Tid 27591, Tid 27592) failed to induce
Notch-loss-of-function phenotypes on the adult wing. They induced a bent upwards
phenotype, implying that the IR was induced.
CG8021-IR is a RNP-1 protein
CG8021 has a RNA-binding region RNP-1 (RNA recognition motif) motif. Further-
more CD8021 is a sequence homologue of the human heterogeneous nuclear ribonu-
cleoprotein D (AU-rich element RNA binding protein 1, 37kDa) (AUF1) (Blast:
e-value 1E-11), which is involved in the decay of RNA [38]. Thus CG8021 may
functions to degrade the RNA of a Notch agonist. As AUF1 has increased speci-
ficity for AU rich RNAs [83], a putative Notch agonist may also has AU rich regions
within its RNA. On the other hand it could also be possible that the metabolism
of RNA per se causes the defect in CG8021-IR, although this seems rather unlikely
(for instance: if bases had to be released for another process required for Notch
signaling - maybe: activation of sugars and thus glycosylation of Notch).
One recently discovered phenotype of the loss of AUF1 is very interesting. Loss
of AUF1 causes a hypermethylation of the genome and thus implies a link be-
tween AUF1 and the epigenetic state of a cell [107]. It would be exciting to know,
if CG8021-IR also causes hypermethylation and whether this hympermethylation
misregulates Notch signaling or if was is a downstream event of misregulated Notch
signaling [39].
A link of Notch signaling and RNA binding proteins has also been proposed
by Krankel et al. [58]. They conducted a modifier screen for mutants in Notch
and the Notch pathway gene Mastermind. In one CO-term analysis several RNA
linked categories (such as RNP-1 proteins) were statistically enriched. Furthermore,
loss of the RNA binding protein hephaestus in D. melanogaster induces ectopic
Notch signaling [30]. Remarkably, hephaestus shares both of CG8021’s annotated
motives: the RNA-binding region RNP-1 (RNA recognition motif) motif and the
Nucleotide-binding, alpha-beta plait. This could hint at a putative competition
between CG8021 and hephaestus.
Dehydroxorotate dehydrogenase could be an offtarget of CG8021-IR
Whereas the other IRs, which targeted undescribed genes and showed a downregu-
lation of the Notch reporter Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ, did not show an annotated offtarget,
Tid 23675, which targets CG8021 has one annotated offtaget. Two 19mers target
the 3’Untranslated Region (3’UTR) of one of three predicted transcripts of Dehy-
droxoorotate dehydrogenase (Dhod), which is required for the de-novo pyrimidine
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Figure 2.4: CG8021/Dhod locus; target sequence of IR is indicated by a star
synthesis. Although the majority (97%) of the 19mers derived from Tid 23675 tar-
get CG8021 [111], it could be possible that the defective Notch signalling is caused
by a loss of Dhod function (Fig 2.4).
Feeding of chemical inhibitors of the pyrimidine synthesis pathways to flies re-
sults in multiple Notch loss-of-function consistent phenotypes [106]. Similarly, very
subtle phenotypes have also been reported for inhibitors of Dhod [106]. Notably,
the chemical inhibitors have been applied throughout development and an complete
block of Dhod and thus de-novo pyrimidine synthesis seems likely to lead to devel-
opmental lethality. These studies with the chemical inhibitors have been performed
more than 20 years ago. Based on the current knowledge of Notch, the requirement
of pyrimidines for the activation of sugars and thus glycosylation of Notch could be
one possible explanation for the requirement of the pyrimidine biosythesis pathway
for Notch signaling.
Notch was placed as a metabolic enzyme by those studies 20 years ago, as the
activity of Dhod was reduced in crude extracts of notch mutant flies. The reduc-
tion of activity also correlated with the strength of the notch allele [106]. Besides
the possibility of the reduction of Dhod protein activity in notch mutant flies, or
an unspecific readout resulting from a different gene , one intriguing possibility
for the downregulation of Dhod activity could exist: Maybe transcription of the
CG8021/Dhod locus requires Notch activity and CG8021 and Dhod are regulated
by Notch in a positive feedback loop.
Although it seems unlikely, that two 19mers suffice in a strong Notch-loss-of-
function phenotype, it can not be excluded that they suffice. Furthermore, it can
not be excluded that the predictions of the 3’UTRs is wrong and that more than
two 19mers bind transcripts of Dhod. Fortunately, various mutants of Dhod exist
and some of them have been described to result in missformed wings. It should be
possible to test clones of those mutants for Notch signaling defects.
The wings of Tid 23675 seemed normal besides the Notch-loss-of-function phe-
notype. This would imply that Notch signaling requires de-novo synthesis of pyrim-
idines (e.g.: a transient increase of glycosylation).
CG8136 could be linked to G-protein / cAMP signaling
CG8136 neither has a predicted domain nor does it have clear homologues in higher
species. Because of a stable oscillation of its transcript in adult heads, CG8136 has
been proposed to be involved in regulating or mediating the circadian rhythm [22].
CG8136 shares some sequence homology (BLAST: e-value 0.004) to a yeast
gene called GPI-anchored cell surface glycoprotein required for diploid pseudohyphal
formation and haploid invasive growth, transcriptionally regulated by the MAPK
pathway (via Ste12p and Tec1p) and the cAMP pathway (via Flo8p).
CG8136 shows two yeast-two-hybrid interactions: CG8136 interacts with the
scaffolding protein Inactivation no afterpotential D (inaD) and with Kermit, for
which electronic predictions have interfered a function as a regulator of G-protein
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signaling.
It could be possible that CG8136 acts in concert with G-protein / cAMP sig-
naling.
CG11053 is required for the Notch’s expression
Levels of Notch are reduced in CG11053-IR. This indicates that CG11053 is either
required for the generation of Notch protein or for inhibiting its decay. CG11053
has a Prolyl 4-hydroxylase, alpha subunit motif, which could hint at CG11053’s
molecular function.
CG11053 is a sequence homologue of human procollagen-proline, 2-oxoglutarate
4-dioxygenase (proline 4-hydroxylase), alpha polypeptide II (Blast: e-value 6E-26)
(P4HA2). The only publication mentioning human P4HA2, demonstrates that a
set of 19 genes, including P4HA2, can be used as a highly reliable biomarker set to
identify more than 90% of papillary thyroid cancer [56].
Murine P4HA2 has only been studied in one single publication. It shows that in
cell culture, P4HA2 mRNA becomes uprgulated 5-12 fold in an hypoxic atmosphere
[50].
In mammalian systems, HIF1, a main regulator of oxygen homeostasis, interacts
with Notch’s intracellular domain and is recruited to Notch responsive promoters
under hypoxic conditions [45]. Interestingly, prolyl-hydroxlases normally modify
the oxygen dependent degradation domain of HIF1 under normoxia and thereby
target HIF1 for destruction [80].
It would be tempting to speculate, if CG11053 can hydroxylate HIF1 and thereby
regulate Notch signaling. Indeed, Notch expression becomes stabilized by hypoxia
in a HIF1 dependent manner [45]. However, this would argue against a simplistic
model, where CG11053 mediated negative regulation of HIF1 would downregulate
Notch, as I could observe a loss of Notch levels in CG11053-IR. Notably, no prolyl
hydroxlase has been shown to regulate Notch signaling (e.g. via HIF1).
One interesting fast experiment would be to extend the experiment mentioned
above [45] and test, if Notch1 levels in normoxia and hypoxia in mammalian cell
culture are depend on P4HA2.
CG11286 could be functionally linked to the Notch pathway regulator
Deltex
Few information can be interfered from the electronic annotation of CG11286. It
does not have a clear homologue in other organisms, but shares weak sequence
homology to murine proline-serine-threonine phosphatase-interacting protein 2 [sic!]
(blast: 0.83).
A yeast two hybrid study [95] shows 26 interactors of CG11286. One of those
genes is the unstudied fly homologe of Signal transducing adaptor molecule (Stam).
Like its murine homologes, which function to transduce cytokine signaling [104], D.
melanogaster Stam has a SH3 domain (which recognizes proline-rich motives) and
an ITAM domain [44].
Another interactor of CG11286, which seems more likely to hint at CG11286’s
function in Notch signaling, is Suppressor of Deltex (Su(dx)). Su(dx) regulates
Notch signaling [74].
It is also worthwhile to note, that Deltex itself has a Proline-rich motif and that
overexpression of Deltex without this motif acts as a dominant negative inhibitor of
Notch signaling [73]. Nevertheless, the physiological function of this Deltex motif is
not clear. It could be possible that CG11286 regulates Deltex activity or is regulated
by Deltex together with Su(dx). Deltex’s proline rich stretches could mediate an
interaction with Deltex, which maybe is assisted by Stam.
Chapter 3
Planar Cell Polarity Screen
3.1 Background
3.1.1 Tissues have directions
Remarkably, different morphological features within the plane of a tissue have a
direction. Frequently, this direction correlates with body axis. One obvious ex-
ample is the human arm: There hundreds of hairs point toward the finger tips.
However, also tissues of inner organs frequently have one direction. One striking
example is the mammalian cochlea. There the direction of hundreds of individual
sensory organs within one epithelium is highly stereotyped, allowing humans to
hear.[113] Understanding, how tissues get a direction is a fundamental question in
developmental biology.
In its broadest definition, planar cell polarity (PCP) describes the phenomenon,
that different features within an (epithelial) plane are directed. This report will
stick to this definition.
3.1.2 A group of conserved proteins mediates direction in
various contexts
While it could be possible, that directions are set up in various different ways in
other tissues or organisms, this does not seem to be the general case. A group
of different proteins has been shown to be required for the orientation of different
morphological features (or directed movements) of various tissues across various
species (although of course also minor differences in their function can exist).
Those so-called PCP core components are Frizzled (Fz), Starry night (Stan) and
Van Gogh (Vang) 1. In flies, all three core proteins are both, required for proper
PCP, and sufficient to alter PCP when overexpressed.
It is thought that this system of core proteins may acts as a adapter between
various directed global stimuli and various directed downstream effects, which may
affect subcellular features as well as multicellular functional units within the tissue.
3.1.3 Genetic studies imply presence of at least two different
PCP systems
Besides these core proteins, also other PCP genes exist. PCP genes can be divided
into two groups, following a classification by Lawrence et al. [61]:
1In the literature, the term core components sometimes can is applied to describe a larger
group of proteins, which also includes downstream factors such as Prickled, Dishevelled and Diego
besides Fz, Stan and Vang.
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• Genes, which change PCP and the shape of the organ, and have the potential
to disturb growth.
• Genes, which disturb PCP, but have little if any effect on pattern.
The core proteins, and their downstream mediators of PCP fall into the second
group. Prominent examples for genes of the first class are Fat (ft) and its ligand
Dachsous [71]. The function of these genes and their relation to the core proteins
is currently heavily debated[61].
In the D. melanogaster eye, Fat loss-of-function clones fail to change the polarity
in a Fz mutant background (in contrast to a wildtype background) [120] and Fat
overexpression fails to change PCP in a Fz mutant wing [68]. On the other hand,
on the abodmen, overexpression of Dachsous or Fat in cells lacking Frizzled and
Stan can repolarize neighboring cells, which only lack Frizzled and Stan [18]. The
later experiment implies a model for PCP which consists at least of two different
systems, which act in parallel [61] (or a neomorphic function of Dachsous and Fat
overexpression, e.g.: by altering adhesive properties of cells).
The functional unit consisting of the core components is called “Fz/Stan” sys-
tem, whereas “Dachsous” system refers to the functional unit consisting of Dachsous
and Fat.
3.1.4 The D. melanogaster wing is a model for PCP
On the D. melanogaster wing, planar cell polarity presents itself in an highly re-
producible pattern of wing hairs (Fig 3.1a,b). Those actin rich protrusions point
distally. Upon loss of various known PCP genes, the orientation of the hairs becomes
distorted.
Compared to the notum, one main advantage of the wing is that it is flat. Thus
false positives, which are caused by an altered shape of the tissue should be easily
spotted.
3.1.5 PCP core proteins localize asymmetrically
Individual PCP core components localize asymmetrically within a cell. In the D.
melanogaster wing, individual core components obviously concentrate at the proxi-
mal and distal vetexes of a cell [100] 6-0h prior to prehair formation. This asymmet-
ric localization correlates (and is presumably caused) by an asymmmetric transport
of individual core components along asymmetrically aligned microtubules [92].
As no asymmetry can be detected at earlier timepoints and all core proteins are
required for the asymmetric localization of the other core components [101], the
process of asymmetric localization is considered to be dynamic [122] and maybe
only weakly biased at early timepoints as proposed by a mathematical model for
PCP [5] (Fig 3.1).
One intriguing microsurgical experiment [3] showed that the depletion of large
groups of cells 8-22h prior to prehair formation does not disturb PCP in surrounding
cells arguing that general PCP has been established hours before the asymmetric
localization of core components can be detected.
Neighboring cells share a same axis of asymmetry, which correlates with both,
the body axis and the planar cell polarity of the tissue. As loss of inturned and
multiple wing hairs, which function downstream of the PCP core proteins, does
induce a loss of asymmetric localization, and as an asymmetric localization would
provide a directed (vectorial information) [23], this asymmetric localization of core
components has been suggested to be instructive for planar cell polarity [100].
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Figure 3.1: a) Direction of PCP in adult wing; b) crop of C cell, showing align-
ment of wing hairs; c) orientation of corecomponents within tissue; d) asymmetric
localization of core components - after Zallen [122]; schemes in c and d made by
M.Y.
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3.1.6 Novel genes may help to understand PCP
All these - superficially sometimes even contradictory - findings described above
imply that the generation of PCP is not understood. Thus a screen for novel PCP
genes may offers some new fundamental insights into the question, how tissues get
directions.
3.2 Experimental strategy
3.2.1 Experimental strategy
IR lines, which had caused missaligned bristles in at least 40% of the Pnr Gal4
expression area in the genome-wide screen were selected for secondary analysis on
the wing.
Localization of one core component was checked for IRs, which had caused a
phenotype in the secondary assay to test, if the targeted genes are required for the
establishment of asymmetric subcellular localization of the core componets.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Optimal parameters for the screen were determined in
a prescreen
To determine optimal parameters for the wing assay, a prescreen with IR against
PCP core components performed analogously to the wing prescreen for the Notch
assay. Multiple conditions would have been suitable for the screen, but Sd Gal4
at 25◦C would yield the highest number of analyzable genotypes, when crossed to
the first 20 candidates of the screen (data not shown) and was thus chosen for the
screen.
3.3.2 Novel bona-fide PCP genes were identified
75 IR containing lines (targeted against 67 different genes) were tested for PCP
defects on the wing. 9 IR lines (targeting 8 different genes) could not be analyzed
because of lethality or a gross wing anatomy defect. Notably, a putative factor,
which would be required for establishing of a wing itself and PCP would not be
identifiable.
A detailed tabular overview of the wing phenotypes of all tested lines and un-
cropped images showing the complete wings are given in the supplemental section
(Fig 7.9; Fig 7.10; 7.11 +f).
Except fuzzy, previously described PCP genes were reidentified (Fig 3.2, Tab
3.1). Moreover, loss of Basket (Jun-N-terminal kinase) and the Rho effector Rho-
Kinase, which have previously only been shown to cause a PCP defect in other
tissues or organisms, would also result in a subtle PCP defect on the wing (Tab 3.1;
Fig 3.2).
Besides identifying IRs targeting known PCP components, also 5 IRs targeted
against 4 genes, which have not been described to be involved in PCP, were identi-
fied. Surprisingly, 4 IRs (targeting 3 genes) would show a complete reversal of the
multi-cellular marginal bristles, which has not described for any PCP gene before.
Even more surprisingly, 3 IRs (targeting 2 genes) would not induce a “swirl like”
pattern of wing hairs, as it has been reported for previously identified PCP genes.
Instead the wing hairs were reversed by 180◦ (Fig 3.2, Tab 3.2).
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PCP phenotype in PCP phenotype on
Tid Gene wing screen wing previously reported
1665 Starry night yes yes
3793 Rho-kinase yes no
7376 Van Gogh yes yes
9396 Fat no no
10835 Jun-related antigen no no
27252 Inturned yes yes
30757 Fuzzy no yes
30760 Fuzzy no yes
34138 Basket yes no
34139 Basket no no
40088 Fritz yes yes
43075 Frizzled yes yes
43077 Frizzled yes yes
Table 3.1: PCP defects upon depletion of previously known PCP gene. The last
column indicates, if sufficiency for a PCP phenotype on the wing upon the loss of
the gene’s function has been demonstrated for classical mutants.
Tid Gene wing hairs marginal bristles
known PCP genes “swirl” normal
22983 Oatp30B reversed reversed
22984 Oatp30B reversed reversed
29239 pncr003:2L reversed reversed
30046 CG14135 “swirl” reversed
41779 RhoGAP5A local distortion normal
Table 3.2: Novel PCP genes: Except RhoGAP5A, all the other novel PCP genes
would show undescribed PCP phenotypes.
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None of the IR identified in this study caused PCP defects and an obvious
change of the global wing organization or patterning (see introduction section for
PCP mutant classification according to Lawrence et al. [61]).
Tid 22983 and Tid 22984, which both carry the same construct targeted against
Organic anion transporting polypeptide 30B, showed a complete reversal of the
wing hairs except for the distal C cell, where hairs were oriented laterally, the C’
cell, where hairs were oriented proximo-distally (as in wildtype), and cells near to
the wing margin, where the hairs were reversed in respect to the proximo-distal axis
(opposite to wildtype), but had a lateral bias towards the margin (as in wildtype)
(Fig 3.2, Compare Fig 7.11 and Fig 7.17 for detailed pattern). Tid 22983 and Tid
22984 also showed a complete reversal of marginal bristles (Fig 3.3).
Wing PCP phenotypes of Tid 29239 (putative non coding RNA 003:2L-IR) were
indistinguishable from Tid 22983 and Tid 22984 (3.2, 3.3, Compare 7.11 and Fig
7.19 for detailed pattern).
Tid 30046 (CG14135-IR) caused a swirl like pattern of hairs with some areas
showing a reversal of the wing hairs and a complete reversal of marginal bristles
(Fig 3.2, Fig 3.3, Compare Fig 7.11 and Fig 7.19 for detailed pattern).
Tid 41779 targets the homologue of the human RacGAPs Chimerin 1 and
Chimerin 2, which is called RhoGAP5A (sic!) for historic reasons. It caused mild
local distortions of hair orientation ((Fig 3.2, Compare 7.11 and Fig 7.16 for detailed
pattern).
To exclude that the reversal of PCP was a wing specific phenomenon, the original
phenotypes on the notum were checked again. Also on the notum most bristles were
reversed (Fig 7.20).
3.3.3 Phenotypes can be reproduced with other Gal4 lines
To exclude the possibility of a Sd Gal4 specific wing phenotype, the IRs targeting
novel genes (and controls) were crossed to MS1096 Gal4 at 25◦C. Indeed, the phe-
notypes of all of them either could be reproduced on the dorsal side of the wing,
where MS1096 Gal4 is strongly expressed, or a wrinkled wing obscured the analysis.
However, Tid 22983/22984 (Oatp30B-IR) and Tid 29239 (pncr003:2L-IR) did
not show a complete reversal of wing hairs on the ventral side of the wing, where
MS1096 is expressed weaker (Fig 3.5a; [70]). There, the hairs were reversed along
the proximo-distal axis but showed a strong medial bias (Fig 3.5c-e).
In contrast to Sd Gal4, MS1096 Gal4 does induce UAS CD8-GFP, which is de-
tectable in the C’ cell at 30h after prepuparium formation (APF) (data not shown).
PCP phenotypes could be observed in the C’ cell with Tid 22983/22984, Tid 29239
and Tid 30046, when crossed to MS1096 Gal4, but not when crossed to Sd Gal4
(data not shown).
Similarly, the orientation of the marginal bristles could be partially reversed
when Tid 22983/22984 and Tid 29239 (but not Tid 30046) was crossed to C96
Gal4, whose expression is restricted to the wing margin [98] (Fig 3.3b).
3.3.4 Tid22984, Tid29239 and Tid30046 do not evoke simple
domineering non autonomy
Wing hairs (indicative of PCP) can reorient depending on their surroundings. For
instance, depletion of Fz causes neighboring cells to point towards the fz mutant.
On the other hand, hairs point away from vang mutants towards wildtype cells. In
a phenomenon, called domineering non autonomy, this reorientation is also spread
to cells multiple cell diameters away. Similarly, I noted during the prescreen, that
hairs point towards Fz-IR and away from Vang-IR, when expressed with Ptc Gal4,
which is active along the proximo-distal axis.
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a) Sd x white minus
c) Sd x Vang-IR
e) Sd x Stan-IR
i) Sd x Rho-kinase-IR
g) Sd x Prickle-IR h) Sd x Tid 22983 (Oatp30B-IR)
j) Sd x Tid 22984 (Oatp30B-IR)
f ) Sd x Tid 29239 (pncr003:2L-IR)
b) Sd x Basekt-IR
d) Sd x Tid 30046 (CG14135-IR)
k) Sd x white minus l) Sd x Inturned-IR
o) Sd x white minus p) Sd x Tid 41779
(RhoGAP5A-IR)
q) Sd x white minus r) Sd x Frizzled-IR
m) Sd x white minus n) Sd x Fritz-IR
Figure 3.2: Altered wing hair orientation observed as observed in the wing screen
with Sd Gal4; a)-j) C cell; m)-n) distal B cell; o)-p) terminal C and D cell; q)-r) D
cell
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Sd x white minus
Sd x Stan-IR
Sd x Prickle-IR
Sd x Frizzled-IR
Sd x Tid 30046
Sd x Tid 22983
Sd x Tid 22984
Sd x Tid 29239
C96 x white minus C96 x Tid 22983
C96 x Tid 30046 C96 x Tid 29239
a)
b)
Figure 3.3: a) Tid 22983/22984, Tid 29239 and Tid 30046, but not known PCP
factors, reversed the orientation of marginal bristles; b) Reversal was also observed
when C96 Gal4, which is only expressed at the wing margin, was crossed to Tid
22983/22984 and Tid 29239.
However, the phenotype of Tid 22984 (Tid 22983 not tested), Tid 29239 and
Tid 30046 was different from Fz-IR and Vang-IR. The hairs were reversed along
the proximo-distal axis (less complete in Tid 30046). Furthermore in all samples,
hairs posterior to the Ptc Gal4 expression area pointed medially between the two
crossveins, whereas hairs pointed outwards from the Ptc Gal4 expression area more
distally (Fig 3.4). Thus there is no uniform direction towards or away from the
source of IR expression.
3.3.5 Stan antibody staining can be used as a reporter for
upstream polarity defects
After a series of preliminary experiments (data not shown), antibody staining of
endogenous Stan was chosen to visualize the asymmetric localization of a core com-
ponent during pupariation. The Stan staining upon knock down of known compo-
nents were consistent with observations of known mutants [8] [110]: The staining
was gone in Stan-IR and became diffuse in Fz-IR and Vang-IR. In Prickle-IR the
asymmetry was less intense (data not shown).
Inturned-IR, RhoGAP5A-IR, Fritz-IR and Rho-Kinase-IR had only resulted in
weak local PCP phenotypes in the adult. Thus the absence of a Stan localization
defect with these four IRs (data not shown) would be indistinguishable from an
artifact resulting from an insensitivity of the Stan immunofluorescence assay.
Tid 22984 (Oatp30B-IR) did not show a detectable localization defect of Stan.
However, in few wings, where prehairs already had been formed, the prehairs em-
anated from the proximal cortex. This is opposed to normal development, where
prehairs are formed distally [100] (Fig 7.21).
Tid 29239 (pncr003:2L-IR) lead to a partial reduction of cortical Stan in some
areas of the wings, whereas other regions retained higher levels of cortical Stan.
Nevertheless, Stan would always as in wildtype fleis in most regions of the wing (Fig
7.21). However, at 2/2 distal tips of Sd Gal4 x Tid 29239, the axis of asymmetry
was changed to the anterior-posterior axis. This correlated with the orientation of
hairs in the adult wing (Fig 7.18). However, the tip of the wings are also prone to
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a) Ptc Gal4 x w b) Ptc Gal4 x Fz-IR
c) Ptc Gal4 x Vang-IR d) Ptc Gal4 x Tid 30046 (CG14135-IR)
e) Ptc Gal4 x Tid 22984 (Oatp30B-IR) f ) Ptc Gal4 x Tid 29239 (pncr003:2L-IR)
Figure 3.4: In contrast to Fz-IR and Vang-IR, Tid22984, Tid29239 and Tid30046
do not evoke unidirectional domineering non autonomy towards or away from the
expression area of the IRs. IRs are expressed along the proximo-distal axis by Ptc
Gal4. Note that wing hairs point towards the expression area more proximally and
outwards of the expression area more distally.
mechanical forces and thus artifacts during the sample preparation.
Tid 30046 (CG14135-IR) resulted in a less obvious asymmetric distribution of
Stan, although some regions retained a clear asymmetric distribution. Furthermore,
the peak of Stan levels at the cortex were largely restricted to the proximo-distal
axis, like in wildtype flies (Fig 7.21).
3.3.6 Stan relocalization in Tid 22984 (Oatp30B-IR) and Tid
29239 (pncr003:2L-IR) correlates with bristle orienta-
tion
A complete reversal of the asymmetry would not be detected by Stan staining in
the experiment mentioned above, as a complete reversal would still result in higher
levels of Stan at the proximal and dorsal vertex. To ask, whether the reversal
mutants have a dominant effect on Stan localization, Stan localization was checked
on the ventral side of MS1096 Gal4 x Tid 22984 and MS1096 Gal4 x Tid 29239,
where the hairs had a (reproducible) medial bias.
Indeed, Stan concentrated along the anterior-posterior axis on the ventral (strong
RNAi), but not the dorsal side (weak RNAi) after induction of Tid 22984 (and Tid
22983, where only 2 wings were tested) and Tid 29239. Similarly, Stan knockdown
remained incomplete on the dorsal side (Fig 3.5; areas of wing with residual cortical
localization of Stan were variable among different wings).
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dorsal
ventral
a) MS1096 x CD8-GFP
d) MS1096 x Tid 29239 (pncr003:2L-IR) e) MS1096 x Tid 22984 (Oatp30B-IR)
ve
n
tra
l
dorsal
MS1096 / MS1096
MS1096 x Stan-IR
(ventral)
MS1096 x Tid 22984 (dorsal) MS1096 x Tid 29239 (dorsal)
MS1096 x Tid 22984 (ventral) MS1096 x Tid 29239 (ventral)
c) MS1096 x w
ve
n
tra
l
dorsal
proximal distal
anterior
posterior
b) 
Figure 3.5: Stan reorientation correlates with altered hair direction: a) MS1096
Gal4 induced UAS CD8-GFP at 30h APF is stronger on the dorsal side than on
the ventral; b) Subcellular localization of Stan and prehairs (which are formed at
30h APF); d), e) wing hairs are incompletely reversed on the ventral side (weak
RNAi); blue box: Stan (green) and Phalloidin (red), proximal is left, distal is right,
images obtained in the area indicated in c): Direction of asymmetry is changed in
Tid 22984 and Tid 29239
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3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Predicted target genes
Electronic annotation
Transformant Construct ON OFF CAN
ID ID CG number targets targets s19 repeats
22983 12775 Oatp30B 1 0 1 2
22984 12775 Oatp30B 1 0 1 2
29239 14557 pncr003:2L 0 0
30046 15066 CG14135 1 0 1 2
41779 13775 RhoGAP5A 1 3 0.98 2
Table 3.3: Electronic annotation according to the VDRC. Note: Tid29239 targets
a putative noncoding RNA.
Oatp30B encodes a putative transporter
Organic anion transporting polypeptides are an evolutionary conserved group of
transmembrane transporters. Although they have been established as transporters
for various drugs in humans [77], their biological functions (different family mem-
bers may have different functions) have been rarely studied: OATP-B has been
implicated in placental development [99].
It should be noted, that a function in drug uptake requires Oatps to function in
the adult organism. This leads to the question, if Oatps function in PCP is required
in adults or if loss of Oatps would reactivate a dormant PCP machinery. However,
it could also be possible that different Oatps are required for drug import and PCP.
Nevertheless, increasing the knowledge of endogenous Oatp function, may helps
to increase the efficiency of the uptake of various drugs.
Oatp30B has three predicted motives: a Protease inhibitor, Kazal-type motif, a
Proteinase inhibitor I1, Kazal motif and an Organic anion transporter polypeptide
OATP motif. The Kazal motives are also shared by multiple different Oatps. Based
on the predicted motives, Oatp30B could have the potential to transduce a signal
at least in two ways: either by allowing an in- or eﬄux of an organic anion and/or
by inhibiting a protease.
Like other Oatps, Oatp30B is predicted to have several transmembrane proteins.
This seems to complement the cortical localization of PCP core components.
pncr003:2L is a putative non coding RNA
Putative noncoding RNA 003:2L is the first (putative) non coding RNA implicated
in PCP. Its molecular function in PCP seems obscure. It could be required for the
expression or function of another PCP gene or it may actively participates in PCP
generation (e.g.: by providing a scaffold).
CG14135 could be linked to the transport of PCP components
CG14135-IR had shown a reversal of marginal bristles, but a swirl-like pattern on the
wing blade. CG14135 has a GrpE nucleotide exchange factor, coiled-coil domain,
which is has only been predicted for a few other D. melanogaster genes, namely
dynein, myosin V, megator (unknown function), roe1 (a GrpE-like chaperone) and
Myocardin-related transcription factor.
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It could be possible that CG14135 is involved in the directed transport of a
PCP factor, similarly to the directed transport of Frizzled previously observed by
Shimada et al. [92].
On the other hand, flybase also predicts a nuclear localization for CG14135.
Thus it may shares some similarities with Myocardin-related transcription factor,
which can be required for cellular migration [47].
Alternatively, function of CG14135 in PCP maybe is independent of the GrpE
nucleotide exchange factor.
The D. melanogaster Chimaerin RhoGAP5A regulates PCP (and EGF
signaling)
RhoGAP5A is the D. melanogaster orthologue of the human Chimaerins [13], which
are Rac GAPs. RhoGAP5A has not been shown to be involved in PCP before.
However, the Danio rerio orthologue has been implicated in epiboly [64], a process
that shares multiple features with PCP in flies.
As Rac has been demonstrated to be involved in PCP in D. melanogaster[36],
RhoGAP5A likely regulates PCP via Rac. Thus RhoGAP5A may serve as a tool
to understand the coupling of global polarity cues to cytoskelettal rearrangements.
Besides polarity defects, RhoGAP5A-IR also caused a widening of wing veins
(Fig 7.16). In D. melanogaster, EGF signaling acts in concert with other pathways
(such as the Notch pathway) to restrict the width of the wing veins [89]. Interest-
ingly, RhoGAP5A has been shown to downregulate ERK, a downstream effector
of EGF, in the D. melanogaster eye [13] and Chimerin 2 overexpression attenuates
EGF signaling in vitro in mammalian cell culture [112]. Thus the Chimaerins may
represent general regulators of EGF signaling.
3.4.2 Weak phenotypes imply link between PCP and curva-
ture of the wing
The mildest PCP phenotypes, which had been observed on the wing, can be dis-
tinguished into two groups. Some IR caused local distortions, with misarranged,
whorled, hairs (Rho-kinase-IR, RhoGAP5A-IR, Basket-IR). The assays performed
in this study do not exclude the possibility of a very subtle local loss of the epithelial
integrity (although no wrinkling was observed) implying that stronger induction of
the IR, maybe enhanced by transgenic Dicer, should be done as a further verification
prior to further studies.
The other group of IR caused a subtle - only locally detectable - drift of hairs
towards the lateral side of the wing (Inturned-IR, Fritz-IR: Fig 7.13, Fig 7.12). The
later phenotypes could be observed best in the distal B cell and the proximal E cell,
but were not detectable in most regions of the wing. As In-IR and Frtz-IR showed
the same quality of the phenotype, a common cause could be possible.
Interestingly, the distal B cell and the proximal E cell are the two areas of the
wing, which border the two most curved regions of the wing margin. Lines, which
caused a strong PCP phenotype always caused a phenotype in those two regions.
Furthermore the lateral drift in these regions is also a part of the so-called fz/in
polarity pattern, which appears to be the default pattern that results from the
inactivation of the fz pathway as originally described by Adler [2].
One could speculate, if cells near a strongly curved region are more sensitive
to a PCP defect (maybe resulting from a different cytoskelettal property, which
would also correlate with wing curvature) or if a signal from the margin would even
actively participate in PCP.
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3.4.3 Toward the function of Oatp30B and pncr003:2L in
PCP
Oatp30B could represent a functional link in PCP between plants and
animals
Genes with functional homology to frizzled or the core components of the frizzled
pathway have not been reported for Arabidopsis thaliana as reviewed by Grebe
[42]. However, root hairs would oriented toward high levels of auxin and impaired
response to endogenous auxin leads to a misorientation of root hairs.
The directed transport of endogenous auxin within a tissue is dependent on the
AUX/PINs genes, which encode for putative transporters [42]. Interestingly, en-
dogenous OATPs and transgenic PIN2 (possibly indirectly) interact in Hela cells as
shown by chemical inhibitors of OATPs [9]. This raises the question, if AUX/PIN/OATPs
provide a general functionally conserved mechanism for directing auxin or similar
small organic anions, which participate in PCP generation and maybe are the cues
for PCP.
Notably, sensitivity of AUX/PINs towards transported compounds is specific of
the cell type [7]. Different cell or tissue-specific sensitivities to different transported
compounds maybe could explain how one conserved set of proteins establishes PCP
in various different tissues, where the body axis are established differently.
It is tempting to ask two very naive questions: Can Oatp30B transgenic plants
rescue AUX/PIN mutants, where root hairs are normally misorienated? And does
auxin regulate PCP in animals?
The cochlea is a system for studying PCP in mammals. It can be kept in a tissue
culture for one week, where it can be exposed to artificial stimuli [29]. This could
provide an initial system for studying the function of Oatps in mammals, without
the need of generating transgenic mice. Chemical inhibitors of OATPs, auxin and
other organic anions could be applied.
The bristle reversal phenotype could be linked to Fritz and / or Dachsous
A complete reversal of marginal bristles has not been described prior to this study.
However, in one figure published by Adler [2] the marginal bristles seem partially
reversed in a dachsous mutant background. This phenotype was not commented on
in the text and maybe is an artifact from the sample preparation 2.
Bristles have been described to point more anteriorly in a Fritz mutant [28]. The
later maybe could be a weak reversal of marginal bristles phenotype. Neither has
any reversal of marginal bristles phenotype been described yet for mutants of the
Fz/Stan PCP system nor would IRs targeting them induce a reversal of marginal
bristles in this study. However, 1-2 individual bristles at the distal tip of the wing
were weakly misaligned (data not shown).
Interestingly, Dachsous acts upstream or in parallel to the Fz/Stan system [61],
whereas Fritz acts downstream of the Fz/Stan system [28] in the orientation of
wing hairs. However, it can neither be excluded that Dachsous and/or Fritz have
different functions in the orientation of marginal bristles as compared to wing hairs
nor that they trigger a feedback loop, which would act upstream of the Fz/Stan
system.
2No reversal of marginal bristles was identified for 2 Dachsous-IRs, which were tested during the
secondary analysis of growth candidates - wing hairs of Dachsous-IRs were not analyzed because
of a different, “dirty” mounting technique
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Oatp30B and pncr003:2L are required cell autonomously or on a close
range for PCP
When crossed to Sd Gal4, which does not induce detectable levels of UAS CD8-GFP
in the C’ cell, Oatp30B-IR and pncr003:2L-IR failed to reverse PCP in the C’ cell.
This contrasts results obtained with MS1096 Gal4, which induced detectable levels
of UAS CD8-GFP under the same experimental conditions.
This suggests that Oatp30B and pncr003:2L are required cell-autonomously or
on a close range. Similarly, marginal bristles could be reversed with a driver line,
which is restricted to the margin.
Oatp30B-IR and pncr003:2L-IR are part of non linear system
PCP readouts were reversed on both, the notum and the wing, in Oatp30B-IR
and pncr003:2L-IR. No complete reversal of wing hairs or marginal bristles has
been described yet. However, a similar phenotype, has been described for flies,
homozygous for an antimorphic prickle allele: Except for cells very close to the
wing margin, the wing hairs are reversed in respect to the proximo-distal axis and
also partially along the medio-lateral axis. Flies, heterozygous for this antimorphic
prickle allele, have swirls in the E cell and distal to the a-cv, but have no altered
PCP pattern in other regions. [3]
In Oatp30B-IR and pncr003:2L-IR, PCP readouts would not show a loss of
a global direction (“swirl”-like pattern shared by core components), instead hun-
dreds of PCP readouts would show a directed information (reversed PCP). Thus
Oatp30B and pncr003:2L are not required for establishing a directed feature of a
tissue (=PCP) per se. There could be several reasons for the reversal phenotype,
which will be discussed below.
1. Two opposing PCP directing cues exist and the normally more dominant cue
is silenced or the silenced cue becomes dominant.
2. One global PCP cue exist, but it has reversed and is instructing the cells from
the opposite direction
3. One global PCP cue or multiple global PCP cues exist, but these cues are
interpreted wrongly.
As the wing has an irregular shape, the first reason seems highly unlikely. In
case that there were two cues, one from proximal to distal and one from distal to
proximal, a cue emanating from the (distal) margin would not suffice to induce a
complete reversal of wing hairs by 180◦. In wildtype flies, wing hairs have a lateral
drift (Fig 3.6). Oatp30B-IR and pncr003:2L would also reverse the direction of those
wing hairs. This contrasts the expectation of a single dominant signal emanating
from the opposite direction.
The second possibility that a global polarity cue is set up wrongly is not consis-
tent the cell autonomous or close range requirement of Oatp30B and pncr003:2L.
Moreover, the same reason, which argues against the first possibility also applies:
PCP is also reversed in the laterally pointing hairs. This is also true for cells which
lie latero-distally to regions that do not express the IRs (B cell in Sd Gal4, Fig 7.17
and Fig 7.18).
In contrast to the other explanations, a wrong interpretation of a polarity cue is
consistent with all the observations made in this study. If interpretation of a global
cue would depend on a single linear pathway, no directed information should be
maintained. This contrasts the original phenotype, where PCP was reversed, but
not lost.
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hypothetical dominant distal cue(s)
Figure 3.6: PCP reversal mutants also reverse the orientation of lateral wing hairs.
A putative dominant cue from the distal margin should yield a different pattern of
lateral hairs
Thus a system, which interprets a global polarity cue or global polarity cues
would not be linear. This could add flexibility to the interpretation of global polarity
cues. Indeed, the existence of such a flexible system has been previously proposed
[122].
Notably, the presence of a non linear system would challenge the interpretation
of previous PCP experiments, which had lead to the proposal of one or two dis-
tinct linear PCP pathways. Theoretically, it could even be possible that no single
determinant for PCP exists, but that PCP genes participate in one single large
regulatory network. This would also undermine the current debate, if the Fz/Stan
system acts downstream or in parallel to Dachsous system.
Oatp30B-IR and pncr003:2L have a dominant effect on the localization
of Stan
Oatp30B-IR and pncr003:2L have a dominant effect on the localization of Stan.
This localization correlates with PCP. As core components are dependent upon
each other for their subcellular localization [101], it seems likely that the other core
components are also relocalized. A recent study has demonstrated that Stan is
instructive for the asymmetric subcellular localization of other core components in
neighboring cells [23] - however this could theoretically be different in Oatp30B-IR
and pncr003:2L-IR.
Relocalization of Stan, which correlates with the direction of PCP, implies that
the direction of the PCP and the direction of the subcellular localization of the core
components are altered toward the same new direction.
However, it can not be formally excluded that in wildtype flies and in flies that
strongly express Oatp30B-IR or pncr003:2L-IR (where PCP is completely reversed),
Stan localization is not affected in contrast to situations, where the IRs are expressed
weakly. Nor can it be excluded that the direction of the asymmetric localization
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of the core components and the direction of PCP are opposing to each other in
Oatp30B-IR and pncr003:2L-IR. 3
Highly interestingly, dachsous has been shown to have a dominant effect on the
localization of Frizzled-GFP [71] in the middle of a clone: instead of localizing along
the proximo-distal axis, Frizzled-GFP can also be found along the anterior-posterior
axis of the wing (the study did not address the question, if the altered asymmetry
correlated with PCP). This is very similar to the dominant effect of Oatp30B-IR
and pncr003:2L-IR on Stan.
A model for the function of Oatp30B and pncr003:2L
The phenotypes of Oatp30B and pncr003:2L imply one novel model for the estab-
lishment of PCP. Oatp30B and pncr003:2L are part of a (not tissue-specific) system,
which sets up the direction of PCP. Upon loss of Oatp30B or pncr003:2L, remaining
components of this system are sufficient to generate a directed information, which is
sufficient to generate an asymmetric distribution of PCP core components (that pre-
sumably orchestrates at at least some downstream PCP events). The information
of other (putative) systems acting in parallel to the core components also becomes
reversed.
A simple version of this model (which exclude hypothetical feedback loops, pres-
ence of an averaging system, involvement of Fz/Stan and Dachsous themselves in a
non linear system, etc.) is shown in Fig 3.7.
As pointed out in the model, the function of Dachsous remains unclear. Dachsous
and Four jointed, which regulates Fat signaling [53] are expressed at opposing side
of the wing [68]. Dachsous is strongly expressed in the hinge region, whereas Four
jointed is strongly expressed at the wing margin. In the D. melanogaster eye, revers-
ing the expression of Dachsous and Four jointed reverses the chirality of ommatidia
[93] (Notably, the chirality of the ommatidia is a one-dimensional readout in con-
trast to the wing, see Fig 3.6). As mutants of Dachsous also have a dominant
effect on the localization of Frizzled-GFP and Dachsous mutants may also reverse
marginal bristles, one should test if Oatp30B-IR and pncr003:2L-IR can reverse
PCP independently of Dachsous and if they alter the expression areas of Dachsous
and Four jointed.
3Immunofluorescence is not sufficient to distinguish between proximal vertexes of distal cells
and distal vertexes of proximal cells. Further experiments may use animals, which are mosaic for
a core component (standard method, phenotype emanating from mosaic core components may
interferes with interpretation) or electron microscopy of edogenous protein (not established).
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Figure 3.7: a) Current model of PCP; b) Implied “PCP direction generator model”
with Oatp30B and pncr003:2L
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Chapter 4
Overgrowth Screen
4.1 Background
4.1.1 Growth as a fundamental biological phenomenon
Growth is a fundamental feature of organisms that is perhaps most evident during
ontogenesis. However, there also exists growth in adults. For instance, the number
of immune cells can increase following an infection and new skin cells continuously
replace older ones.
Growth can have multiple underlying principles, which can be summarized in
three groups: An increase in cellular number or an increase in cellular size or struc-
tural changes in the morphology of a tissue. For each of those cases, multiple
mechanisms exist (Fig 4.1). Those principles can also be coupled to each other. For
instance, two small daughter cells obtained by a division may regrow to the original
size of their mother cell.
Growth can be regulated by both, intrinsic factors (e.g.: terminal differentiation
blocking growth) and extrinsic factors (e.g.: dependent upon environmental needs).
4.1.2 The hippo tumor suppressor pathway controls various
aspects of growth
One of the main features of cancer is their ability to growth [48]. One growth
regulatory pathway, which has multiple tumor suppressive components is the hippo
tumor suppressor pathway. The hippo tumor suppressor pathway is frequently
deregulated in various human tumors (e.g.: approx. 25% of basal lyer esophagal
carcinomas).[49] Loss of its tumor suppressive components in D. melanogaster and
mammalian models leads to enhanced growth and tumor like structures.
A group of cortical proteins, including the transmembrane proteins Expanded
and Fat (which act in parallel) is required for the efficient triggering of a phospho-
rylation cascade, which includes, among other, Hippo, Mob as tumor suppressor
(Mats) and Warts. Warts will phosphorylate protooncogenic Yorkie, thereby me-
diating its cytoplasmic retention. Nuclear Yorkie interacts with the transcription
factor Scalloped [119] [124] and increases the expression of several target genes,
which have the potential to increase the frequency of cell division and and to de-
crease apoptosis [37] (Fig 4.2).
One interaction parter of Fat is the protocadherin Dachsous, which serves as its
ligand [71] [72] at least in planar cell polarity. Strong dachsous mutants have larger
wing imaginal discs [72]. Expression of Dachsous is regulated by Fat via the the
hippo tumor suppressor pathway. [25] Nevertheless, Dachsous itself has not been
established as a component of the hippo tumor suppressor pathway [37].
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normal
more cells
bigger cells
ectopic cells
wider spacings
less cell death
Figure 4.1: Multiple causes for increased growth exist.
Expanded
Merlin 
Translocation into nucleus
Yorkie
Dachsous
Fat Fat
?
?
Hippo
?
Warts MATS
Sd
pro-proliferation
anti-apoptosis
inhibition of
translocation
?
Figure 4.2: The hippo tumor suppressor pathway prevents nuclear localisation and
thus function of yorkie. Yorkie favors proliferation and a decrease of apoptosis;
modified scheme after Edgar [37]
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4.2 Experimental strategy
4.2.1 Experimental strategy
Genes, which had resulted in a larger notum were selected for secondary analysis.
Again, the wing was chosen as a tissue for the secondary analysis [118]. Its area
was automatically measured.
Further assays aimed at finding the mechanism underlying the strongest growth
consistent phenotypes observed on the notum in the primary genome-wide screen.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Conditions for the wing screen were identified in a pre-
screen
Sd Gal4 and MS1096 Gal4 at 25◦C would yield viable offspring after depletion
of various known growth suppressors. Moreover, the wings of positive controls,
but not of the negative controls, seemed bigger (had altered morphology) as judged
under the dissection microscope. Engrailed Gal4, which would have allowed internal
standardization, caused lethality even at 18◦C, when inducing IRs against known
growth suppressors (data not shown).
Sd Gal4 was chosen for the secondary analysis. However, the insertion of Gal4
into the Sd locus in Sd Gal4 causes a hypomorphic allele as revealed, for instance
by an impenetrant weak scalloped margin phenotype (data not shown).
During the main screen with Sd Gal4, two papers were published that identified
Scalloped as a mediator of transcription by the protooncogene Yorkie (Yki) [119]
[124]. To exclude, that some genes were overlooked because of a reduced sensitivity
in a Sd Gal4 driven wing screen, the screen was repeated with MS1096 Gal4 at
25◦C.
4.3.2 Wing size was weakly variable
For the wing growth assays, wings were always compared to two control genotypes,
which had grown up in the same box (“box intrinsic controls”). 3-9 wings per geno-
type were analyzed. All wings were manually oriented in the histology microscope
to cut off the hinge region as shown in Fig 4.3 and digitalized. Wing area was
measured automatically.
Average wing area of wings of one control genotype (Driver x white minus), set
up in different vials was comparable. Nevertheless, small absolute differences would
also exist in crosses, set up in the same box.
Although the individual standard deviation of the area of the measured wings
from siblings grown up in one vial was generally very small (1-4%, comparable to
other studies), it once was 12% (Fig 7.22).
Wings of individual control crosses set up in the same box could be different (Sd
Gal4: p-value: 0.002 - p-value: 0.50; MS1096 Gal4: p-value: 0.02 - p-value: 0.95,
Fig 7.23).
The occurrence of small, but statistically sometimes significantly different wing
areas in different crosses of the same control genotype in one box demonstrate
that, besides a significantly different area of the mutated wings and the control
wings, the in-vivo significance has to be considered. One technical replica would
not be sufficient to detect a weak growth defect (note: it could be possible that the
wing size is weakly increased in a mutant situation, but still significantly smaller
than wings of a control genotype, which are bigger by uncontrollable environmental
conditions).
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c1
c2
Transformants (Tids)
negative controls 
(Driver x white minus)
compare each Tid to both 
controls in same box
one box with multiple tranformants
(1 vial / transformant)
a)
b) c)
Figure 4.3: a) Breeding and standardization; b) Cut-off of area of view; green
box shows area of view selected under the microscope c) Wing area was measured
automatically
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Sd Gal4 MS1096 Gal4
Tid Gene Area (%) > cntrl significance Area (%) > cntrl significance
7823 hippo 93 - - 102 yes 0/2
9396 fat 126 yes 2/2 102 yes 0/2
9928 warts 135 yes 2/2 124 yes 2/2
17716 mats 126 yes 2/2 119 yes 2/2
22994 expanded 149 yes 2/2 114 yes 0/2
35731 Pten 121 yes 2/2 124 yes 2/2
4312 dachsous 96 - - 92 - -
36219 dachsous 119 yes 2/2 113 yes 2/2
Table 4.1: Increased wing size in IR targeting tumor suppressors. Average relative
area compared to both box intrinsic controls is shown. “> cntrl” indicates, if IR
wings were bigger than both box intrinsic negative controls. Significance indicates
number of both box intrinsics controls which had significantly smaller wings (p-value
<0.05) than the respective IR line.
Nevertheless, nearly all IR targeting a known tumor suppressor showed larger
wing areas as compared to two controls in the same box (Tab 4.1, Fig 7.24 +f).
In total, a candidate set of 221 IR lines (targeting 196 different genes) was tested.
Only 4 lines (targeting 4 genes) could not be analyzed with neither Sd Gal4 nor
MS1096 Gal4.
4.3.3 Few lines caused enlarged wings
Besides the positive controls, only knock down of Echinoid by two IR lines and two
technical replicas of Tid 17856 would induce enlarged wings with both, Sd Gal4
and MS1096 Gal4 (p-value for Tid 17856 compared to both box-intrinsic controls:
Sd Gal4 - 1st replica: <0.01 & <0.01; Sd Gal4 - 2nd replica: 0.18 & 0.08; MS1096
Gal4 - 1st replica: 0.01 & 0.02; MS1096 Gal4 - 2nd replica: <0.01 & <0.01) (Fig
7.24 +f).
The only lines, which had caused a strong increase in wing area (more than 10%)
with MS1096 Gal4, but not Sd Gal4, targeted the previously described cell-cyle
regulator gigas [19] and nicotinic Acetylcholine Receptor beta 96A (nAcRβ-96A-
IR) (p-value for nAcRβ-96A-IR compared to both box-intrinsic controls: 0.001 &
0.003). nAcRβ-96A-IR would induce a scalloped wing margin in Sd Gal4.
4.3.4 Various vein phenotypes were observed
The most prominent class of non-size related phenotypes were vein defects. Ectopic
veins were observed and/or present veins were (partially) reduced and/or existing
veins were misguided (data only partially shown). Those vein phenotypes could
hint at the biological function of the individual genes.
Both driver lines, Sd Gal4 and MS1096 Gal4, would show certain weak vein
phenotypes, when crossed to white minus suggesting that they offer a sensitized
background for vein phenotypes. Small ectopic linear vein fragments occurred near
the 2nd longitudinal vein in in the control genotype Sd Gal4 x white minus in 17/105
wings (1 wing/fly).
Interestingly, the combination of two vein phenotypes sufficed to describe nearly
all of the vein phenotypes in all IR lines against the hippo tumor suppressor pathway
and both lines against Dachsous. Only Hippo-IR (Tid 7823, which only yielded a
subtle phenotype on the notum) would not show a vein phenotype (Fig 4.5).
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Sd x white minus
Sd x Warts IR
Sd x Tid 17856
Figure 4.4: Tid17856 caused enlarged wings
Tid
L2 associated 
structure (Sd Gal4)
incomplete or absent 
crossvein (Sd Gal4)
L2 associated structure 
(MS1096 Gal4)
incomplete or absent 
crossvein (MS1096 Gal4)
white minus 17/105 0/105 2/113 24/113
48835 Cyclin C 2/5 2/5 3/3 3/3
45371 Cyclin-dependent kinase 8 5/6 1/6 1/10 3/10
4312 Dachsous 9/9 7/8 1/5 2/5
36219 Dachsous 5/5 5/5 2/4 4/4
937 Echinoid 5/5 1/5 2/11 9/11
22994 Expanded 4/4 3/4 n.q. 2/2
9396 Fat 9/9 8/8 1/4 4/4
17856 Growthinhibitor xyz 9/10 5/10 0/10 4/10
17716 Mob as tumor suppressor 8/8 7/8 1/6 3/6
35731 Pten 0/5 0/5 0/3 3/3
9928 Warts 5/5 5/5 0/4 4/4
normal absent crossveins L2 associated structure
Figure 4.5: Combination of ectopic vein associated with 2nd crossvein and absent
or incomplete crossvein(s): Members of the hippo tumor suppressor pathway and
Tid 17856 share one combination of vein phenotypes.
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1. Ectopic fragments of vein associated with the 2nd longitudinal vein. Those
fragments occurred at higher frequency than in Sd Gal4 driven negative con-
trols and were normally larger.
2. Absent or incomplete crossvein(s).
This combination of vein phenotypes was not shared by PTEN-IR, which had
caused enlarged wings. Surprisingly, within the tested set of approx. 200 genes, the
only other IRs with this combination of phenotypes in more than one wing were Tid
17856 and one IR targeting Cyclin C and one IR targeting its interaction partner
Cyclin-dependent kinase8 (but not other IRs against Cyclin C and Cdk-8).
Lines, which would induce a partial absence of multiple longitudinal veins, were
subjected to the Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ assay applied in the Notch screen to test, if Notch
signaling was enhanced. However none of these lines (including Hairless-IR)1 would
induce ectopic reporter activity - even when the flies were bred at 29◦C (instead of
25◦C).
4.3.5 Other phenotypes include enhanced “scalloping”
Besides vein phenotypes, also other phenotypes (such as wrinkled wings, blistered
wings, ectopic bristles,...) were observed (Fig 7.28 +f, Fig 7.31). One large group
were lines with an altered asymmetry of the wing (=length/width ratio of fitted
ellipse) (Fig 7.24 +f).
Interesting, several IRs increase the frequency and strength of a scalloped phe-
notype, when crossed to Sd Gal4, which is a hypomorphic Scalloped allele 2and
would sporadically induce weak scalloped wings phenotypes. None of these line
would induce a scalloped margin when crossed to MS1096 Gal4 (Fig 7.24 +f).
As Scalloped is involved in wing margin formation downstream of Notch [76], it
also seems worthwhile to note that two lines, which would induce enhanced scallop-
ing also had caused a Notch-loss-of-function consistent phenotype on the notum,
but not in the wing assay for testing the Notch pathway candidates: Tid17043
(Mrityu-IR) and Tid27577 (Female lethal d-IR).
4.3.6 Cell cycle exit is not delayed on the notum
To understand, why many lines caused a growth-consistent phenotype in the original
screen on the notum, but not on the wing, further assays seemed necessary. Those
assays were done in the same tissue as the original screen and used the same driver
line (Pnr Gal4) and incubation conditions.
20 lines, which had caused a strong phenotype in the Pnr Gal4 driven genome-
wide screen were tested for an defective exit from the cell cycle.3
In a negative control, PH3 positive nuclei were sporadically observed until 29h
after prepuparium formation (APF), but not at 30h APF. The candidates were
assayed for the in-vivo cytology of UAS Histone2A:RFP at 31h. However, no mi-
totic nuclei were observed. Adult offspring of each genotype was checked for the
presence of an enlarged notum to exclude the absence of a phenotype caused by a
sequestration of Gal4.
Moreover, the epithelium of all tested lines retained its general monolayered
structure as observed in a reconstruction of the sagittal plane (Fig 4.6e).
1Tid16356, Tid25023, Tid25251, Tid24466, Tid43750
2Notably, Scalloped’s function in margin development has been shown to be independent from
at least one other Scalloped loss-of-function phenotype (ectopic bristles) of other alleles [16]. Thus
vein phenotypes and margin formation defects do not have to correlate.
3Tid938, 6313, 6824, 7803, 10463, 10715, 10835, 11096, 14374, 17716, 20855, 22040, 25023,
30731, 37527, 39117, 45648, white minus; In contrast to the other lines, Tid45993 and Expanded-
IR resulted in a highly reduced number of flies so that no 0h APF flies were detected.
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see a)
b) pnr Gal4, UAS His2A::RFP x w - 25h APF
d) pnr Gal4, UAS His2A::RFP x w - 30h APF
c) pnr Gal4, UAS His2A::RFP x w - 27h APF
a) pnr Gal4, 
UAS His2A::RFP x w 
merged His2A:RFP PH3
PH3
PH3
PH3
e) pnr Gal4, UAS His2A::RFP x w - 31h APF in vivo
Figure 4.6: a) single optical plane: overlap of His2A:RFP and PH3 shows specificity
of the staining b)-d) Maximum intensity projections, PH3 staining: No PH3+ cells
observed at 30h APF e)in-vivo His2A:RFP cytology using an intensity scale, red
indicates oversaturated pixels (mainly reflecting fat droplets)
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4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Predicted target proteins
Electronic annotation
Construct ON OFF CAN
Tid ID CG number targets targets s19 repeats
983 79 Echinoid 1 0 1 2
984 79 Echninoid 1 0 1 2
1199 237 nicotinic Acetyl-
choline Recep-
tor beta 96A
nicotinic Acetyl-
choline Recep-
tor alpha 7E
0.98 2
17856 6782 CG13946 1 CG12506 0.67 3
Table 4.2: Electronic annotation according to the VDRC. Note: Manual analysis of
Tid17856 revealed a further target (see discussion).
nicotinic Acetylcholine Receptor beta 96A may influences feeding behav-
ior
Nicotinic Acetylcholine Receptor beta 96A-IR (nAcRβ-96A-IR) would only cause
enlarged wings with MS1096 Gal4, but not with Sd Gal4 (Notably, only one tech-
nical replica has been done and thus a difference resulting from variations of food
quality or crowding between nAcRβ-96A-IR and both box-intrinsic controls can
not be ruled out). Presumably, the enhanced scalloping observed in Sd Gal4 x
nAcRβ-96A-IR would counteract an increase in wing size.
Although nAcRβ-96A could theoretically be required for controlling growth cell
autonomously on the notum and the wing, this seems unlikely.
Maybe nAcRβ-96A-IR is also expressed in neurons, which require nAcRβ-96A
for their function, and negatively regulate growth in general (e.g.: by controlling
feeding-behavior).
Notably, such a systemic cause for the phenotypes can also not be excluded for
any other IR, which had caused enlarged wings.
Echinoid-IR caused enlarged wings
Echinoid can interact with EGF and Notch signaling [85] [4]. Furthermore, Echinoid
is involved in cell sorting [62]. All these functions or another not yet discovered
function of Echinoid could theoretically influence growth.
Classical echinoid mutants display hyperplasia of the embryonic central nervous
system [4]. However, a more general requirement of Echinoid in growth control has
not been described.
Tid 17856 targets bona-fide secreted growth suppressors
Tid 17856 targets a group of paralogues (CG12506, CG13946 and CG13947). They
have a signalpeptide followed by a highly unstructured region, meaning that they
are very likely secreted. It could be possible that the genomic sequence of any of the
three paralogues was amplified when creating the IR because of their high sequence
similarity.4 Other IR constructs annotated by the VDRC to target one of the three
4Electronic analysis of Tid 17856 and its targets was done by Maria Novatchkova
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paralogues had either caused lethality or no phenotype in the original genome-wide
screen. Their effect on wing size was not tested.
The experiments shown in this thesis do not show the mechanism by which Tid
17856 leads to enhanced growth (e.g.: cell size / proliferation).
CG12506 shows a yeast-two-hybrid interaction with small glutamine-rich tetra-
tricopeptide containing protein[41], whose levels are elevated in or atD. melanogaster
phagosomes [102]. No interaction partners for the other paralogues have been iden-
tified.
CG13947 mRNA has been show to decrease prior to pupariation - presumably
by an ecdyson dependent mechanism [65]. This would be consistent with a function
as a growth suppressor.
CG12506 and CG13946 are expressed in the testis and CG13957 is expressed
in the crop [24]. One could speculate, if these expressions might reflect a function
in regulating the frequency of of the generation of sperms and the food depen-
dent extension and shrinking of the crop, which has been described in Drosophila
auraria[32].
Unfortunately, no clear sequence homologue for CG12506/CG13946/CG13947
exists in higher mammals. Nevertheless, it would be exciting to test, if biological
interaction partners of the paralogues are functionally conserved in mammals (and
if the paralogues could be applied as tumor suppressors in mammals).
Vein phenotypes imply effect of Dachsous-IR and Tid17856 on the hippo
tumor suppressor pathway
The vein defects of known members of the hippo tumor suppressor pathway and
Dachsous and Tid17856 correlate. The approx. 200 other tested IR (including
PTEN-IR) would not show the same combination of vein defects.
The enhancement of Sd Gal4’s background phenotype (ectopic vein associated
with 2nd longitudinal vein) likely reflects the hypomorphic scalloped allele, caused
by the insertion of Gal4, as Scalloped is involved in the specification of veins [67].
Absent crossveins(s) may reflects an upregulation of Wingless, which has been
previously been reported upon loss of tumor suppressive components of the hippo
tumor suppressor pathway in D. melanogaster wing imaginal discs [25]. 5
Although the combination of those two vein phenotypes - ectopic vein associated
with 2nd longitudinal vein and absent crossvein(s) - has previously been shown for a
double mutants of the hippo tumor suppressor pathway genes merlin and expanded
[17] (not quantified), it is notably no established readout for a defective hippo tumor
suppressor pathway.
It has never been tested, if Dachsous acts in the hippo tumor suppressor pathway.
One experimental difficulty is Dachsous’s Fat independent function in the regulation
of growth [72]. The vein phenotypes could indicate a function of Dachsous in the
hippo tumor suppressor pathway, presumably mediated by an interaction with Fat.
Similarly, the correlative vein data implies that the paralogues targeted by Tid
17856 also affect the hippo tumor suppressor pathway.
As no ligands for the hippo tumor suppressor pathway have been identified yet,
one intriguing possibility is that Dachsous and/or the three paralogues targeted by
Tid 17856 are ligands for the hippo tumor suppressor pathway. Thus a candidate
approach for further studies may test a connection between Tid 17856 and the hippo
tumor suppressor pathway.
5During the last week of the practical work, expression of Wingless was checked after inducing
Tid17856 by Engrailed Gal4 (22◦C for 4 days than shift to 29◦C). However, known members of the
hippo tumor suppressor pathway (=positive controls) and Tid17856 failed to upregulate Wingless
at detectable levels implying that the system was not sensitive enough.
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4.4.2 Growth on the notum and wing could be regulated
differently
One out of six IRs targeting known tumor suppressors (Hippo-IR) failed to induce
enlarged wings. There could be multiple - not necessarily mutually exclusive -
reasons for the discrepancy between the assay on the notum and the wing:
• The wing assay is not sensitive enough: Hippo-IR had only resulted in a weak
phenotype on the notum.
• Growth is controlled more tightly in the wing than in the notum: E.g.: Only
loss of tumor suppressors, which suppress multiple aspects of growth, such as
proliferation and apoptosis, suffice in detectably enlarged wings.
• Putative growth defects in the primary screen are notum specific or actively
suppressed on the wing.
• The original phenotypes in the notum screen reflect defects in notum specific
architecture; e.g.: defective thorax closure [84] or edema formation.
To distinguish between those possibilities, further assays would be necessary.
To increase the sensitivity of the wing assay, both the n number and the num-
ber of technical replicas, would have to be increased, as it would be possible that
mildly enlarged wings are still (statistically) smaller than a control genotype due to
biological variation in different vials [59].
On the other hand, most tumor suppressors were reidentified by an increase of
wing size with both driver lines implying that the wing assay should be sufficiently
sensitive to identify most genes with a function similar to these tumor suppressors.
None of the tested candidate IR lines, which had resulted in the strongest phe-
notypes in the original notum screen, would induce mitotic cells in the notum two
hours after the timepoint, where rare mitotic cells can be observed in a negative
control, and one hour after the timepoint where no mitotic cells can be observed
anymore in controls. This shows that the arrest the cell cycle is not generally
inhibited.
However, it can neither be excluded that the arrest of the cell cycle is minimally
delayed nor that cells leave the cell cycle arrest at a later timepoint and start to
proliferate again. The later possibility however seems unlikely, as multiple lines
would have visibly enlarged nota at the time point of analysis.
Reconstructing the sagittal plane of the notum based on the optical stacks ob-
tained in the in-vivo imaging (originally done to test the mitotic exit) showed that
the epithelium basically remains monolayered except for a few cells, which are also
located basally in negative controls. This strongly suggests that the original strong
phenotypes are not primarily caused by the generation of multiple layers.
It would be interesting to test, if lines, which had caused a very strong phe-
notype on the notum, would show increased proliferation or cell size or decreased
apoptosis in the prospective notum (or recruitment of other cells into the notum) at
a given developmental timepoint (e.g.: 0h APF). This would allow to conclude, if
the strong phenotypes observed in the original screen on the notum were caused by
a mechanism that could have - in theory - the potential to influence growth in other
tissues (such as the wing). These mechanisms would oppose defects in mechanisms
required for normal notum specific tissue architecture.
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Chapter 5
Reflecting the screening
strategy
5.1 Versatility of screening strategy
5.1.1 Already known genes were reidentified
Several known genes for Notch signaling, PCP and growth control were reidentified
in the screen. This suggests that the method of tissue-specific in-vivo RNAi and the
screening strategy of sequential assays can be applied to various different biological
processes.
5.1.2 Many essential genes for fundamental biological phe-
nomena have not been discovered yet
Several new bona fide genes for processes, for which other genes have already been
identified in classical screens in the same tissues, which were used in this study,
were identified. Besides identifying novel bona fide genes for three important bi-
ological processes (Notch signaling, PCP and growth control), their identification
also implies that other essential genes for other (extensively) studied fundamental
biological processes have not been identified yet, although they could be detected
by loss-of-function genetics.
5.1.3 The wing as model tissue for screens
The results presented in this report underlined that the D. melanogaster wing can
be used for a variety of different screens.
For evolutionary studies, which use the D. melanogaster wing as a model tissue,
high-throughput methods have been proposed, where the wing is fixated without
mounting by sucking it onto a focusing platform and then automatically imaged.
In case that such a machinery could be coupled to an automated detailed analysis
of various morphological features of the wing (shape, various wing vein patterns,
relative spacings between veins, density of hairs...), the D. melanogaster wing could
provide a great system for a high-throughput screen for various developmental path-
ways and their interplay.
A genome-wide set of the plenthora of in-vivo (combinations) of wing phenotypes
could be a powerful tool for identifying novel genes and to understand the interplay
of various different developmental signaling pathways.
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5.2 Nature of RNAi mutants
5.2.1 IR could cause phenotypes independently of targeted
gene
It has not been shown yet that the novel identified IR lines really cause their phe-
notypes by reducing the RNA levels of the targeted gene (Fig 5.1). Targetgene
independent phenotypes obtained with the collection of IR containing flies, used in
this study, are predicted to be very low (<< 2%) [31]. Although this estimation
means that a phenotype obtained with a single IR line is most likely not caused by
a target gene independent effect, extrapolation of those 2% to a genome-wide screen
would predicted that several hundred genes could possibly be caused independently
of a loss-of-function of the targeted gene.
However, the occurrence of previously undescribed planar cell polarity pheno-
types strongly argues that novel genes have been identified. Similarly, bona fide
genes obtained in other screens using the same collection of IR containing flies
could be verified independently of the IR construct [121].
Overexpression of an endogenous gene by Gal4 at the insertion site of the IR
could be excluded by inserting the IR containing transgene at another random (or
defined [108]) locus. To exclude a neomorphic phenotype caused by the activation
of the IR (or one of its downstream events), mutants in the genomic sequence would
have to be generated. Alternatively, one may test, if overexpression of the identified
novel bona-fide is sufficient to cause opposite phenotypes.
On the other hand, it can not be excluded that only an RNAi situation, but
not a classical mutant, would result in a phenotype: e.g.: if RNA levels of wildtype
alleles remain high enough after the induction of homozygous mutant flies to bypass
a phenotype or if the RNAi machinery (or its sequestration from an endogenous
interaction partner) contributes to a synergistic phenotype.
5.2.2 Could different biases of RNAi and classical mutagens
be used as an advantage?
Normally, IRs were constructed to target as few genes as possible. Tid17856, which
had caused a growth defect, targeted three very similar paralogues. Presumably, a
mutation in only one of them would get compensated by the function of the others.
This implies that one may constructs a small collection of flies, where IRs should
targets multiple different genes (e.g.: paralogues, highly conserved domains, ...).
Alternatively, one may generate fly stocks carrying multiple different IR constructs
against very similar paralogues or other genes, which are expected to act redun-
dantly. Of course, targeting too many genes would lead to a competition for the
RNAi machinery decreasing IR mediated silencing for individual targets.
Such a small collections could easily be integrated into any D. melanogaster
RNAi screen and seem promising to the detect genes, which would be inaccessible
to classical screens.
5.2.3 Phenotypic strength do not have to correlate
The initial high number of candidate genes implied that a higher number of genes
would be identified in the further assays. However, the number was lower than
hoped.
Delta-IRs and Presenilin-IR did neither cause a strong notched margin phe-
notype nor a downregulation of a reporter of Notch activity at the presumptive
margin. On the other hand, Delta-IRs and Preselilin-IR would cause wider veins
on the wing. The wider vein phenotype of Delta-IRs was stronger than most of
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target mRNA
GAL4
UAS
300-400bp
inverted repeat 
synthetic interaction of driver line & IR line
(e.g.: Gal4 and UAS insertion cause non detectable 
loss of function phenotypes, which synergize
in detactable phenotype)
Endogen
endogenous gene is missexpressed, 
causing a dominant mutant / 
transcriptional activity at insertion site
is su!cient to cause phenotype
IR contains mutation /
transgene contains wrong IR
Sequestration of RNAi machinery from endogneous targets / 
Activation of RNAi machinery by IR
Unwanted (unpredicted) mRNA becomes degraded
Degradation products are neomorphs
Figure 5.1: Multiple (theoretical) causes for phenotypes, which are not caused by
the loss of the targeted gene, exist (some causes shown in this figure). Most of those
putative causes have not been formally excluded for the novel identified bona-fide
genes.
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the other IRs, which induced a strong notched margin and a downregulation of the
Gbe+Su(H)-LacZ reporter. This illustrates that the occurrence of a phenotype is
dependent upon the biological context.
In the original genome-wide screen the strength of the phenotypes was deter-
mined as the fraction of the IR expressing area, which showed a phenotype. Al-
though the probability of a given line targeting an unknown gene to yield a pheno-
type in the Notch and PCP assays would increase with the strength of the original
score, this is also true for already known factors (data not shown). Based on the
relatively low number of hits and positive controls, one can not distinguish, if a
strong phenotype in the original assay would favor that an IR does not cause a not
detectable phenotype in secondary assays, or if real Notch pathway and PCP genes
would per se tend to affect a larger region of the notum.
The hypomorphic character of mutations introduced by RNAi could be one
disadvantage, when sequential assays in different biological contexts are done, to
exclude candidates, which do not always show a phenotype. With every performed
assay, the probability that residual activity of the targeted gene is sufficient to
bypass a phenotype in at least one assay, increases exponentially.
Chapter 6
Experimental procedures
6.1 Fly breeding
6.1.1 Cultivation
Flies were bred at 25◦C on normal food unless stated otherwise. Protein rich pow-
erfood was used to culture Sd Gal4 containng flies for Stan staining and Sd Gal4
containing flies for the wing area assay. Flies cultivated for the Notch and Delta
staining were also bred on power food 1.
6.1.2 Collection of virgins
Virgins were either collected manually or obtained from virginizer lines, which carry
an Y-linked heatshock-inducible proapototic gene (“hsHid”). Those lines were: Pnr
Gal4, MS1096 Gal4 and Sd Gal4, which were used in screens.
Virginizer lines were kept at 22◦C and heatshocked 1h-2h on two subsequent
days in a water bath.
6.1.3 Flylines
The IR lines, which were used in the screens, were obtained from the Vienna
Drosophila RNAi Center (www.vdrc.at) [31]. The transformant ID serves as a
unique identifier for each individual line.
For assays in larvae or pupae, flies were rebalanced over Cyo, Krippled Gal4,
UAS-GFP (initially, as stock was available) or Cyo, ActinP GFP or TM6.Tb.
6.1.4 Transgenic reporter constructs
UAS His2A::RFP was constructed by Frederik Wirtz-Peitz. Ptc Gal4; Gbe+Su(H)-
LacZ was provided by Thomas Klein.
1Protein rich media can attenuate Notch phenotypes [106], but Engrailed Gal4 is semi-lethal
on normal food; Notch-loss-of-function phenotypes of adults were checked
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6.2 Staining procedures
6.2.1 Antibody stainings
General outline for antibody staining in imaginal discs
Inverted larvae were fixed in 5%Paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1%Triton X-100 in
PBS (TPBS) on ice for 15-45 minutes. Then they were rinsed twice in TPBS.
Then samples were washed twice in TPBS at RT on a rotating wheel for 10-40min.
Samples were blocked in 2%normal donkey serum (NDS) in TPBS over night at 4◦C
or for 2h at RT. Then samples were incubated with primary antibody in 2%NDS
in TPBS over night at 4◦C or for 2h at RT
Notch staining (imaginal disc)
1:400 mouse-anti-notch-extracelluardomain (F461.3B) and 1:1000 goat-anti-mouse-
488nm (Invitrogen) were used. In one technical replica, 1:20 rat-anti-E-cadherin
was added to the primary antibody and 1:200 goat-anti-rat-556 (Invitrogen) to the
secondary antibody.
Delta staining (imaginal disc)
1:400 mouse-anti-delta (C594-9B) and 1:1000 goat-anti-mouse-488nm (Invitrogen)
were used.
Starry night staining (pupal wing)
Samples were fixed in 4%PFA TPBS over night at 4◦C. Fixative was then replaced
with TPBS and samples were stored on ice, while the other samples were prepared.
Samples were then washed once for 1h and once for 30min in TPBS, then blocked
in 2%NDS TPBS over night at 4◦C or for 2h at RT, incubated with 1:11 Flamingo
antibody #74 [110] in 2%NDS TPBS over night at 4◦C or for 2h at RT, rinsed in
TPBS three times, washed 5 times for 30min in TPBS and once for 30min in 2%NDS
TPBS and incubated with 1:1000 goat-anti-mouse 488nm and 1:2000 Phalloidin 555
in 2%NDS TPBS for 2h at room temperature. Samples were then rinsed in TPBS
twice and washed twice in TPBS for 30min. Sampels were stored in PBS on ice
while other samples were mounted.
6.2.2 X-gal staining (imaginal disc)
The screen used the following staining protocol 2. Number in brackets indicate
tested maximal times:
Samples were dissected and stored in PBS on ice (2h). Then samples were
fixed in 5%PFA PBS on ice for exactly 10min, rinsed twice in PBS and washed in
TPBS twice for 20min. Then samples were incubated with freshly prepared staining
solution at 37◦C for 1h45min, rinsed twice with PBS and washed on rotating wheel
with TPBS for 20min and 15min. Samples were store in 10mM EDTA PBS on ice
(6h).
Buffer X-gal staining: Buffer B (10mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH7.0; 1mM
MgCl2; 150mM NaCl; in ddH20);
Staining solution (has to be prepared fresh each time): 100parts buffer B; 1part
0.3M ferricyanide; 1part 0.3M ferrocyanide; 1part 10% Triton X-100; 1part 10%
X-Gal solution.
X-gal was stored in DMSF at -20◦C, buffers at RT and all other reagents at 4◦C.
2As X-gal is partially unstable, the staining protocol has to be tested first and adapted (in
terms of time required for individual steps), dependent upon the age of the X-gal solution
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6.3 Dissections
6.3.1 Staging of flies
3rd instar larvae were identified by their size and the migration behavior. For pupal
studies, 0h APF pupae, were timed and analyzed at the indicated timepoint +/- 30
minutes.
6.3.2 Wing imaginal discs (ex-vivo)
All steps were done in TPBS. Larvae were ripped apart in the middle and inverted.
Tracheae and fat was removed, leaving the wing imaginal disc attached to the
cuticle. Then the samples were processed. The wing discs, which can be recognized
by both, their characteristic shape and their size, were removed immediately prior
to mounting by grabbing them at the prospective notum.
6.3.3 Pupal wings (ex-vivo)
The pupal case was opened at the foramen. Then the anterior part of the pupal
case was removed and the pupa pulled out of the case and transferred into TPBS.
The head and abdomen were cut along the transverse plane. Using a 200µl pipette
the thorax and wing were cleaned by sucking and releasing TPBS into it from the
posterior side (note: doing the same from the anterior side can cause the accumu-
lation of fat between the wing and the cuticle). Then the samples were fixed over
night.
The next day, the cuticle above the wing was removed by grabbing the joint
region and peeling the cuticle apart. Then the samples were further processed. For
an increased staining quality (at least for Stan), the wings should still be attached to
the thorax, so that the samples can be processed in a small PCR tube. Wings were
detached prior to mounting. Alternatively, wings can be directly detached, when
removing the cuticle, and processed in well plates (However: quality of staining is
inferior to processing in a PCR - data of initial parallel staining experiment not
shown).
6.3.4 Notum (in-vivo)
The pupal case was opened at the foramen. Afterwards, the pupal case was re-
moved at the head and notum and scutellum. 1-2 pupae were placed in a specific
microscopy slide with a longitudinal depression with the height of a pupal fly. One
drop of water was put onto each flanking regions of the slide (the water did not
contact the pupa). Then a cover slip with a stripe of injection oil was put onto the
slide, with the injection oil contacting the region, which should be imaged. Then
the cover slip was fixed with removable rubber glue.
6.3.5 Adult wings (ex-vivo)
Wings were detached with a forceps by grabbing them at the joint region and pulling
them away from the body.
6.3.6 Notum (ex-vivo)
Empty thoraxes were obtained as described for pupal wings. Then the thorax was
cut on both lateral sides along the proximo-distal axis. Tracheae were removed by
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forceps. Fat was removed by carefully releasing TPBS with a pipette onto it. Then
the samples were processed further.3
6.4 Experimental outline
6.4.1 Notch linked assays
Notch wingscreen
3-5 days after hatching of the first flies within a vials, the siblings were anesthetized
and wings were removed. Presence of a notched margin and wider veins were checked
at the dissection microscopein at least 10 flies per sex. Wings of flies with either one
of those two phenotypes or another phenotype, which may had masked a notched
margin or wider veins, were cleaned in TPBS and Ethanol (EtOH) prior to mounting
in Hoyer’s medium on a cover slide without a depression. Those flies were checked
again on a histology microscope.
Wider veins were defined as wider veins relative to the size of the wing. In
addition, phenotypes, where the wider vein phenotype was restricted to the marginal
zone, were categorized as “wider veins (weak)” based on the digitalized image.
“notched margin” was defined as marginal defects leading to a less curved wing
margin or an emargination into the wing blade. A weak loss of wing curvature at
the crossing point of a widened vein and the wing margin was not considered as
“notched margin” as it likely reflects a secondary structural defect resulting from
the ectopic vein material.
“Blistered wings” refers to a subgroup of “wrinkled wings”, where bubbles were
present between both epithelial layers of the wing. The term “furrows” is not part
of standard terminology. I used this term to further distinguish another subgroup
of “wrinkled wings”, where wings were wavy and had “furrows” in parallel to the
proximo-distal axis. “Wrinkled”, “blistered wings” and “furrows” phenotypes were
scored for all lines on the dissection microscope.
“bent upwards” and “bent downwards” phenotypes were scored at the dissec-
tion microscope for all lines. “bent up or lethal” means that no adult offspring,
indistinguishable from Cyo siblings was observed.
“Ectopic bristles” refers to ectopic bristle-like structures on the wing blade or on
the wing veins. Bristles were identified by their morphology and size. “Supernumary
hairs” indicates denser hair, which rather consistent spacings between individual
hairs. As the number of hairs was never quantified, only strong phenotypes were
noted. The size of the original wing was not adjusted to correspond to wildype
wings. “Tufts of trichomes” describes inconsistent spacings between individual hairs
(=trichomes). This means that groups of hairs would be separated from each other.
“Ectopic bristles”, “supernumary hairs” and “tufts of trichomes” were only tested
for lines, scored at the histology microscope.
Notch reporter constructs
Imaginal discs of at least 3 different flies (normally 6 flies) were checked. Only one
technical replica has been performed.
Notch & Delta staining
Two technical replicas were performed. In the second replica at least 5-10 discs per
genotype were tested.
3Notum live imaging and dissection protocols are from Masakazu Yamazaki and Jennifer
Mummery-Widmer, who thought those techniques to me.
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6.4.2 PCP linked assays
PCP screen
3-5 days after hatching of the first flies within a vial, the siblings were anesthetized
and wings were removed and cleaned in TPBS and EtOH prior to mounting in
Hoyer’s medium on a cover slide without a depression. When trying to treat samples
very bad on purpose only mild local missalignments were observed. Hairs would
retain their proximo-distal orientation.
4-5 left and 4-5 right wings from 8-10 different individuals of one sex (prefer-
entially males) were mounted and screed at the histology microscope. In case that
another phenotype would hinder the analysis of PCP, female flies were checked. As
the driver line is located on the X chromosome, females should have lower levels of
Gal4 activity as compared to males, where the only X chromosome (with the Gal4)
becomes upregulated by dosage-compensation.
PCP defects were defined as group of at least 10 neighboring cells showing an al-
tered planar orientation. Missoriented hairs at wrinkled regions were not considered
as PCP defects.
As undescribed PCP phenotypes were observed, the phenotypes were grouped
into 4 categories. These phenotypic categories are not established terminology:
• Swirl-like: The global PCP is lost. Neighboring cells adopt a similar orienta-
tion. This is the classical PCP phenotype, which has been reported for most
PCP core components (Fig 3.2: Frizzled-IR).
• Reversal: All PCP readouts have reversed orientation. The reversal is not part
of a swirl-like pattern, where some readouts point into the opposite direction
(Fig 3.2: Oatp30B-IR).
• Drift of parallel vectors: The PCP of a group of neighboring cells is biased
laterally. This is a very subtle phenotype (Fig 3.2: Inturned-IR).
• Local distortion: The PCP of a group of neighboring cells is altered, but no
obvious linear bias can be observed. This phenotype is also very subtle (Fig
3.2: Basket-IR).
Other phenotypes were scored as described above for the Notch screen.
Starry night staining
Images shown in this study with Sd Gal4 are representative of 2-3 technical replicas
(depending on the genotype). At least 3 wings were checked per replica. At least
5-6 flies (10-12 wings) were prepared for each genotype in the last replica.
For MS1096 Gal4 only one technical replica has been done. 5-6 flies were pre-
pared and at least 3 wings were checked. Adult siblings were checked for their PCP
phenotype on their wing.
6.4.3 Growth assays
Wing growth screen
To minimize variation in the growth assay due to different crowding conditions and
food quality, flies set up in one box, were put onto the same batch of food. The
number of females and males within individual vials in one box was not varied.
3-4 days after hatching of the first flies within a box, all the flies were put into
EtOH and stored there until mounted in Hoyer’s medium. If enough flies were
available, at least 6 left wings of 6 different flies of one sex were mounted with
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a random orientation (dorsal and ventral sides could point into same direction).
Images of at least 3 wings (but normally 5-6 wings) were recorded on a histology
microscope using a 2.5x objective. The camera at the histology microscope was
manually turned so that all the wings were cropped the same way as indicated in
Fig 4.3. Wings size (=pixels) and asymmetry (=length/width ratio of fitted ellipse)
were determined electronically by Karin Aumayr. Data was sorted and analyzed in
Microsoft Excel using Visual Basic for Applications.
6.5 In-situ analysis
Electronic annotation of IR quality were obtained from the VDRC [111] and com-
puted as described by Dietzl et al. [31].
Homologues (Homologene, Inparanoid) and sequence homologues (BLAST) and
domains were determined with Flight [94]. Interaction partners were checked with
Flight and Biogrid [96]. Expression was checked in Flyatlas [24]. Literature search
was done with pubmed, flybase, ihop [51] and google scholar.
Detailed analysis of Tid 17856 was done by Maria Novatchkova.
Chapter 7
Supplemental material
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938 echinoid
969 kek6 no wrinkled margin
1112 Notch notched margin wider veins yes wrinkled
2495 CG11592
2575 Cyp309a1
3046 capricious
3238 argos wider veins no
3326 CG10657 Y
3335 SP1029
3336 SP1029
3720 Delta notched margin wider veins no
3774
brother of odd 
with entrails 
limited
3861 CG17928 no wrinkled margin
4301 CG6124
6248 worniu wider veins (weak) no
6313 gigas Y wrinkled
6315 groucho
6316 groucho wider veins (weak) no Y
7035 CG2938
7255 CG32463 Y
8234 CG32060
8329 CG9518
8893 big brain no Y wrinkled
9075 CG3303 Y
9425 CG31781  or lethal
9660 CG31229 Y
10133 pecanex Y
10639
Topoisomerase 
1
Y
10662 neuralized
10881 CG8142 Y wrinkled margin
10942
Germ line 
transcription 
factor 1
Y
11257
extra 
macrochaetae
wider veins (weak) no ectopic bristles
11270 CG3891 no Y
11570 BarH2
12475 Smrter Y
12575 Mat1 Y wrinkled
12821
COP9 complex 
homolog subunit 
3
wider veins no
wrinkled, 
necrotic
thin ectopic bristles
12822
COP9 complex 
homolog subunit 
3
no
13041 CG7631 no wrinkled small
ectopic bristles, vein 
material in E-cell
13639
Minichromosom
e maintenance 5
Y
13661
Minichromosom
e maintenance 6
no furrows
13716 Smrter no Y
13762 CG2183
13779 huckebein
Figure 7.1: Phenotypes observed in the Notch rescreen, Part 1; dark grey: known
Notch (N) pathway gene with previously reported wing phenotype; light grey; be-
sides “Reporter misregulated” and “other phenotypes” an empty box indicates ab-
sence of the respective phenotype; Y: yes
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14339 CG32206
14392 CG7714
14404 CG15769 Y
14645 CG15307
14727 CG31238 no Y
15081
Odorant-binding 
protein 47b
or lethal
15337
Mediator 
complex subunit 
6
wrinkled
15347
X box binding 
protein-1
wrinkled, 
blistered
small
15425 orthopedia
16039 CG10375
16040
Heterogeneous 
nuclear 
ribonucleoprotei
n at 27C
no wrinkled small
16258 CG6300 Y wrinkled
16371 CG11940 wrinkled
17043 mrityu
17296 CG12713
17334 CG13623 Y
17340 CG14011
17349 quick-to-court notched margin wider veins no
17471 CG14299
17541 CG11286 notched margin wider veins yes
18140 dunce Y
19339 couch potato Y
19428 stardust notched margin wider veins (weak) no Y furrows
20105 CG11053 notched margin wider veins yes
20210 slit wider veins (weak) no
20799 CG2091 no Y furrows
flatter margin 
(weak)
20826 Regena no
20829 Xe7 no Y
21333 CG31411 Y
21435 CG33205 Y
21536 boule Y
21763 CG2950
22496 CG6509 no thin
22704 trachealess Y
23335 stunted
23675 CG8021 notched margin wider veins yes
23685 stunted Y wrinkled
23748 CG8136 notched margin wider veins yes Y thin
23873 CG13349
24193 Smrter  or lethal
24253 CG8239 Y
24740
Enhancer of 
bithorax
Y
24801 CG32133 Y
25197 CG15159 wider veins (weak) no
25576 CG30143 Y
Figure 7.2: Phenotypes observed in the Notch rescreen, Part 2; dark grey: known
Notch (N) pathway gene with previously reported wing phenotype; light grey; be-
sides “Reporter misregulated” and “other phenotypes” an empty box indicates ab-
sence of the respective phenotype; Y: yes
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25620 CG32732 Y
25823 CR33195
wrinkled, 
blistered
small
puapl and early 
adult lethality, 
excolsure defect 
(only 1  escaping fly)
26505
HMG Coenzyme 
A synthase
27026 CG9596
27035 CG32676 Y
27045 turtle Y
27056 doughnut on 2 no Y
27090
Protein tyrosine 
phosphatase 
69D
no
27165 kek6 no
27187 Delta notched margin wider veins no thin
27194 CG31140 Y
27223 roughest
27228 Notch notched margin wider veins yes wrinkled small
27229 Notch notched margin wider veins yes wrinkled
27526 mind bomb 1 notched margin wider veins yes blistered ectopic bristles
27577 female lethal d Y
27578 female lethal d Y
28359 CG3690
28552 CG15292 wrinkled
28758 Rab-protein 10
28908 CG8489
28942
COP9 complex 
homolog subunit 
4
Y
29193 CG30470 no Y wrinkled small
29542 echinus Y
29674 CG3927
29944
Actin-related 
protein 14D
Y
30274 CG6308
30545 CG31612
31121 CG12065
31898 CG12818
32194 CG13472 Y
32275 CG33203 Y
32278 CG14544
32421 Cyclin A no wrinkled small tufts of trichomes
32767 CG16908 Y
33197 latheo Y
33509 Ubc-E2H bent down
33510 Ubc-E2H no
bent down, 
wrinkled, 
necrotic
33739 CG31007 wider veins (weak) no
33846 CG16713
34362 taranis
34408 starvin wider veins (weak) no Y
34446 BG642378
34719 lethal (2) 01424 Y wrinkled
34894 CG4733 Y
35338 Hexokinase C Y
Figure 7.3: Phenotypes observed in the Notch rescreen, Part 3; dark grey: known
Notch (N) pathway gene with previously reported wing phenotype; light grey; be-
sides “Reporter misregulated” and “other phenotypes” an empty box indicates ab-
sence of the respective phenotype; Y: yes
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35583
Larval serum 
protein 1 beta
35922 CG8386 or lethal
37287 Delta notched margin wider veins
wrinkled, 
blistered
37288 Delta notched margin wider veins no
wrinkled, 
blistered
37441 Tetraspanin 68C notched margin wider veins no wrinkled small ectopic bristles
37553 Tab2
37555 Tab2
37629 delilah Y
37757
Replication-
factor-C 40kD 
subunit
Y
37761 RfC3 Y
37812
ATP synthase-
beta
37975
Sphingosine-1-
phosphate lyase
37988 CG6453
38003 CG13983
38233 slit wider veins (weak) no
38854 CG31012
38963 moleskin Y
39205
Chromosome-
associated 
protein
wider veins no Y wrinkled small
ectopic bristles, 
supernumary 
trichomes
39686 CG11286 notched margin wider veins yes
40024 CG15753 Y
40137 trio
40207 CG31122
40322 eIF2B-alpha Y small
40354 CG6255
40631
Protein tyrosine 
phosphatase 
69D
no Y
40837 CG9194
41397 CG5953 no Y
41437 CG5362 Y wrinkled
41858
Upstream of N-
ras
Y
41875 discs lost Y
41876 discs lost Y
42182 exuperantia
42211 CG9249 wrinkled
43082 Presenilin wider veins no Y
43112 CG12265
43113 CG12265 notched margin wider veins no wrinkled small tufts of trichomes
43402 CG15330
43430 CG31389
43588 Sld5 Y
43649 CG7668 wider veins no Y
ectopic bristles, 
marginal bristles 
partially deformed
Figure 7.4: Phenotypes observed in the Notch rescreen, Part 4; dark grey: known
Notch (N) pathway gene with previously reported wing phenotype; light grey; be-
sides “Reporter misregulated” and “other phenotypes” an empty box indicates ab-
sence of the respective phenotype; Y: yes
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43751
Juvenile 
hormone-
inducible protein 
1
no necrotic
43848
ion transport 
peptide
Y
43880 mastermind no Y
43991
Odorant 
receptor 69a
44046
O-
fucosyltransfera
se 1
notched margin wider veins yes wrinkled small
44064 CG14624 wider veins no Y
44065 CG14624
44747 CG30182 or lethal
45013 Arc-p34 Y
45071 CG15340 Y thin
45414 CG14011 no Y thin
45459 discs lost Y wrinkled
45569 CG5608 notched margin wider veins yes
45670 CG17779 Y
45761 CG9924
45988 CG8743 Y larger
45989 CG8743 no Y
46043 Smrter wider veins (weak) no flatter margin
46044 Smrter
46248 CG12818
47643 CG9249 Y
47834 CG33324 wider veins no
47835 CG33324 wider veins no thin
48476 CG33688
48786 CG11637
50350 Rac2
50497 CG33270 no wrinkled small
Figure 7.5: Phenotypes observed in the Notch rescreen, Part 5; dark grey: known
Notch (N) pathway gene with previously reported wing phenotype; light grey; be-
sides “Reporter misregulated” and “other phenotypes” an empty box indicates ab-
sence of the respective phenotype; Y: yes
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neg. control
Tid 8893 (Big Brain-IR)
ectopic bristles 
(Tid 43649 CG7668-IR)
supernumary trichomes
(Tid 29205 Chromosome-
associated protein -IR)
tufts of trichomes
(Tid 32421 Cyclin-A -IR)
tufts of trichomes (magni!cation)
(Tid 32421 Cyclin-A -IR)
necrotic 
(Tid 33510 Ubc-E2H-IR)
neg. control
wrinkled (and small)
(Tid 29139 CG30470-IR)
a)
b) c)
Figure 7.6: Other phenotypes: a) various wing phenotypes b) bent up phenotype
c) magnification of tufts of trichomes
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Tid 3328 (Argos - IR) Tid 3720 (Delta-IR) Tid 6248 (Worniu-IR) Tid 6316 (Groucho-IR)
Tid 11257 
(Extra macrochaete-IR)
Tid 12821 (COP9 
complex subunit 3-IR) Tid 19428 (Stardust-IR)
Tid 20210 (Slit-IR) Tid 25197 (CG15159-IR) Tid 33739 (CG31007-IR) Tid 34408 (Starvin-IR)
Tid 37441 
(Tetraspanin 68C-IR)
Tid 43082 (Presinilin-IR)
Tid 43649 (CG7668-IR)
Tid 43113 (CG12265-IR)
Tid 44064 (CG14624-IR) Tid 46043 (Smrter-IR) Tid 47835 (CG33324-IR)
Tid 17349 
(Quick-to-court-IR)
Tid 39205 (Chromosome-
associated protein-IR)
a)
Tid 35489 (Regulator 
of cyclin A1-IR)
b)
Figure 7.7: a) Notch pathway consistent phenotype on notum and wing, but no
downregulation of Su(H)-LacZ; b) Notch consistent phenotype on wing (but on
notum: loss of SOP caused by defect in SOP maturation rather than defect in
Notch signaling)
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Notch-IR (Tid1112)White minus
Tid 17541 (CG11286-IR) Tid 20105 (CG11053-IR) Tid 23675 (CG8021-IR)
Tid 39686 (CG11286-IR) Tid 45569 (CG5608-IR)
Delta-IR (Tid 37288)
Tid 23748 (CG8136-IR)
Figure 7.8: Engrailed Gal4 x Notch candidates: Delta fails to become upregulated
at the prospective wing margin; anterior is left and posterior is right
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TID Gene name PCP phenotype other wing phenotype and lethality
942 Protein tyrosine phosphatase 69D no
943 Protein tyrosine phosphatase 69D no
997 CG31738 no wrinkled, necrotic
1313 CG12880 no
1342 CG1907 no
1665 starry night swirls
3793 Rho-kinase local distortions wrinkled, sprouting veins
5687 cut no
5830 CG8444 n.q.
necrotic, bent down, small, pupal lethality and 
exclosure defect
6161 CG12986 no
6212 kayak no
7376 Van Gogh swirls
9396 fat no wrinkled
10835 Jun-related antigen no
11099 prickle swirls
12031 Aly no
12980 CG17290 no
13139 CG15597 no
15082 Odorant-binding protein 47b no
15878 Mediator complex subunit 24 no
16356 CG11893 n.q.
16400 CG12106 no
17514 CG14387 no
17766 katanin 80 no absent terminal L2 and L5
21358 mitochondrial ribosomal protein L9 n.q. mid and late pupal lethal
21905
mitochondrial alanyl-tRNA 
synthetase
n.q. larval-2 and late pupal lethality and exclosure defect
22145 slamdance no
wrinkled, necrotic, widening of veins, bent up 
(males), bent down (females)
22197 CG5740 no
22983
Organic anion transporting 
polypeptide 30B
reversal (hairs and 
bristles)
22984
Organic anion transporting 
polypeptide 30B
reversal (hairs and 
bristles)
25823 dumpy n.q.
blistered, necrotic, larval-3 and mid pupal and late 
pupal lethality
26217 CG3530 no
26367 CG4030 no
27252 inturned drift of vectors
27985 CG7371 no
28194 tre oncogene-related protein no
28196 CG8092 no
28470 jitterbug n.q. blistered, small
28471 jitterbug n.q. wrinkled, necrotic
28974 skpB no
29236 CG15434 no
Figure 7.9: Sd Gal4 x PCP candidates; part 1; dark grey: reported to be required
for PCP on wing; light grey: involved in PCP, but has not been shown be required
for PCP on wing; n.q.: not qualifiable (lethal or strongly wrinkled)
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TID Gene name PCP phenotype other wing phenotype and lethality
29239 putative noncoding RNA 003:2L
reversal (hairs and 
bristles)
went down (weak)
29523
Heterogeneous nuclear 
ribonucleoprotein at 98DE
no
29524
Heterogeneous nuclear 
ribonucleoprotein at 98DE
no
29638 CG32556 no
29948 CG31867 no wrinkled
30015 CG32176 no wrinkled
30046 CG14135
swirls (hairs) and 
reversal (bristles)
30226 CG10804 no
30731 Trehalase no
30757 fuzzy no
30760 fuzzy no
31766 CG32556 no
32163 von Hippel-Lindau no wrinkled, bent down
32780 CG16964 no
34138 basket local distortions
34139 basket no
34514 zormin no
34579 CG3257 n.q. wrinkled
34594 cGMP-dependent protein kinase 21D no
34685 wings apart-like no enhanced scalloping
35794 Syntaxin Interacting Protein 1 no
36014 CG8740 n.q. wrinkled
36614 Twin of m4 no
37230 CG32246 no
40088 fritz drift of vectors
41779 RhoGAP5A local distortions
widening of veins; larval-3 and mid and late pupal 
lethality
41912
Phosphotyrosyl phosphatase 
activator
no
42358 CG15649 no
43075 frizzled swirls
43077 frizzled swirls
44527 scabrous no
45895 CG13796 no
47213 CG3819 no*
*depression in D; hairs in depression are 
missarranged (very likely due to secondary effects 
as prehairs at 30APF have correct orientation)
48370 CG13741 no
Figure 7.10: Sd Gal4 x PCP candidates; part 2; dark grey: reported to be required
for PCP on wing; light grey: involved in PCP, but has not been shown be required
for PCP on wing; n.q.: not qualifiable (lethal or strongly wrinkled)
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Sd Gal4 x white minus
Figure 7.11: Sd Gal4 x white minus
73
Sd Gal4 x Tid40088 (Fritz-IR)
Figure 7.12: Sd Gal4 x Fritz-IR
74 CHAPTER 7. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Sd Gal4 x Tid27252 (Inturned-IR)
Figure 7.13: Sd Gal4 x Inturned-IR
75
Sd Gal4 x Tid3793 (Rho-kinase-IR)
Figure 7.14: Sd Gal4 x Rho-Kinase-IR
76 CHAPTER 7. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Sd Gal4 x Tid34138 (Basket-IR)
Figure 7.15: Sd Gal4 x Basket-IR
77
Sd Gal4 x Tid41799 (RhoGAP5A-IR)
Figure 7.16: Sd Gal4 x RhoGAP5A-IR
78 CHAPTER 7. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Sd Gal4 x Tid 22983 (Oatp30B-IR)
Figure 7.17: Sd Gal4 x Tid 22983 (Oatp30B-IR)
79
Sd Gal4 x Tid 29239 
(pncr003:2L)
Figure 7.18: Sd Gal4 x Tid 29239 (pncr003:2L-IR)
80 CHAPTER 7. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Sd Gal4 x Tid 30046
(CG14135-IR)
Figure 7.19: Sd Gal4 x Tid 30046 (CG14135-IR)
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Figure 7.20: a) Orientation of PCP in wildtype flies, small arrows indicate mi-
crochaeta and large arrows indicate macrochaeta; b) Fz-IR does not reverse PCP;
c)-f) novel PCP mutants (partially) reverse PCP on the notum; images obtained
by J.W.-M. and M.Y. at variable magnifications
82 CHAPTER 7. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
c) Sd x Tid 22984 (Oatp30B-IR)
b) Sd x Tid 30046 (CG14135-IR)
d) Sd x 29239 (pncr003:2L-IR)
e) Sd x white minus (distal tip) f ) Sd x 29239 (pnrc003:2L-IR) (distal tip)
a) Sd x white minus
Figure 7.21: Stan immunostainings (green), Phalloidin (red), Sd Gal4, 30hAPF,
controls; proximal is always left and distal right and anterior is up; images were
obtained in the C cell; schemes indicate subcellular localization of Stan
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Figure 7.22: Absolute average wing area for siblings of control genotype (Driver x
white minus) raised in different vials
84 CHAPTER 7. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
vialcode box gender
number of 
wings average stdev stdev/avg %
ttest, 1st 
control
ttest, 2nd 
control
uaw1f a female 5 1023583 26417,5502 2,58 1 0,00198959
uaw2f a female 9 958176,556 29223,0534 3,05 0,00198959 1
ubw1f b female 7 977861,286 31836,2609 3,26 1 0,22028922
ubw2f b female 5 1003239,4 33396,5203 3,33 0,22028922 1
ucw1f c female 6 1039159,67 10677,793 1,03 1 0,00392898
ucw2f c female 6 993497,333 24060,3493 2,42 0,00392898 1
udw1f d female 5 1028317 36011,4245 3,5 1 0,00289824
udw2f d female 5 941439,4 20656,6645 2,19 0,00289824 1
uaw1m a male 6 781373,333 24464,9469 3,13 1 0,00352454
uaw2m a male 9 727583,556 33949,0804 4,67 0,00352454 1
ubw1m b male 8 775205,5 25559,9792 3,3 1 0,22051215
ubw2m b male 6 758274,667 23117,3869 3,05 0,22051215 1
ucw1m c male 5 776341,6 27131,0554 3,49 1 0,52444421
ucw2m c male 6 785229,667 11694,0487 1,49 0,52444421 1
udw1m d male 4 788395 48543,1861 6,16 1 0,15302586
udw2m d male 4 741315,75 25878,5218 3,49 0,15302586 1
ugw1m g male 2 828568,5 16489,023 1,99 1 0,09629895
ugw2m g male 3 778957,333 29632,4061 3,8 0,09629895 1
vialcode box gender
number of 
wings average stdev stdev/avg %
ttest, 1st 
control
ttest, 3nd 
control
unw1f n female 5 990839,8 31340,4764 3,16 1 0,95572041
unw2f n female 7 980942,5 124147,08 12,66 0,85717186 0,84197252
unw3f n female 5 992229,4 44045,3683 4,44 0,95572041 1
unw4f n female 4 982814,5 8560,1198 0,87 0,6088045 0,66277874
uow1f o female 3 982330 13457,5688 1,37 1 0,05278839
uow2f o female 4 1012552,75 25056,0101 2,47 0,09913072 0,31447936
uow3f o female 5 1039480 47409,8097 4,56 0,05278839 1
uow4f o female 5 988646,4 13244,1801 1,34 0,55100572 0,07327754
upw1f p female 4 956091 12564,2138 1,31 1 0,01799265
upw2f p female 4 1008332 28419,4321 2,82 0,02689408 0,28840337
upw3f p female 4 1035701,25 37056,3375 3,58 0,01799265 1
upw4f p female 5 973463,4 39047,5806 4,01 0,39226845 0,04587782
unw1m n male 5 692554,4 10869,8344 1,57 1 0,06368444
unw2m n male 4 706229,5 3022,62629 0,43 0,04582782 0,17846064
unw3m n male 5 731362,8 34450,7088 4,71 0,06368444 1
unw4m n male 4 710783,5 20700,0163 2,91 0,18097275 0,3061468
uow1m o male 5 707390 6348,28717 0,9 1 0,15607806
uow2m o male 4 704499,5 7862,99343 1,12 0,57376804 0,12578705
uow3m o male 3 732997,667 20459,0015 2,79 0,15607806 1
uow4m o male 4 688537,25 38772,288 5,63 0,4042579 0,11148496
upw1m p male 5 717484,6 26166,632 3,65 1 0,61294513
upw2m p male 5 726000,2 27926,0458 3,85 0,63223412 0,93540856
upw3m p male 4 727649,75 30110,9116 4,14 0,61294513 1
upw4m p male 4 753994,75 14819,8101 1,97 0,03614498 0,18545546
uqw1m q male 5 702850,2 15379,8726 2,19 1 0,0819089
uqw2m q male 3 721951,333 10270,6328 1,42 0,0819089 1
Figure 7.23: Significance of size differences between individual controls; ttest: 2
tails, 2 samples, unequal variance; ttests compared to other control(s) in same box;
box a,b,c,d,g: Sd Gal4 (2 controls in box), box n, o, p, q: MS1096 Gal4 (ttests
compared to 1 control in front and 1 control in back row)
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Tid gene name MS area Sd area MS asymmetry Sd asymmetry
Among stongest notum 
phenotypes
908 CG7896 48 59 58 b 74 b
937 echinoid 114 b 117 b 80 b 83 b other Tid - same CG
938 echinoid 122 b 105 b 79 b 89 b same Tid
1093 Cadherin-N 108 b 93 99 b 104
1199
nicotinic Acetylcholine 
Receptor beta 96A 114 b 97 93 b 102
1209 Syntaxin 18 93 94 99 b 98 b
1278 Hemomucin 100 98 96 b 99
1279 Hemomucin 100 96 103 100
3033 Sex combs reduced 101 96 b same Tid
3034 Sex combs reduced 100 96 99 b 99 other Tid - same CG
3087 echinoid same Tid
3793 Rho-kinase 64 99 b
3795 Sex comb on midleg 97 () 98 b ()
4312 dachsous 92 96 84 b 84 b same Tid
4349 CG7016 100 88 100 99 b
5650 vrille lethal 92 lethal 104
5773 CG1288 98 100 101 96 b
5882 Surfeit 4
6212 kayak 97 104 b 97 b 106
6213 kayak
6313 gigas 97 96 94 b 108 same Tid
6314 gigas 144 b 92 104 91 b other Tid - same CG
6315 groucho 98 102 b 93 b 92 b
6656 DnaJ-like-60
6823 CG5388 86 77 95 b 92 b other Tid - same CG
6824 CG5388 91 85 97 b 99 same Tid
7748 Axin 102 102 99 b 97 b
7803 extradenticle 68 lethal 88 b lethal same Tid
7823 hippo 102 b 93 100 106 same Tid
7912 Wrinkled 101 b 102 96 b 96 b
8340 Vha16-2 103 b 93 98 b 100
8532 CG7510 83 82 95 b 116 same Tid
8772 CG13159 97 92 100 104
9396 fat 102 b 126 b 80 b 69 b same Tid
9928 warts 124 b 135 b 91 b 84 b same Tid
10102 fear-of-intimacy 97 24 97 b 127
10420 GATAe 102 b 89 101 101
10463 radiation-resistant 80 66 102 116 same Tid
10662 neuralized 103 b 97 96 b 101
10715 spineless 103 () 103 () same Tid
10835 Jun-related antigen 94 93 101 102 same Tid
10853 suppressor of sable 86 87 100 103
10856 Sox box protein 14 105 b 99 96 b 97 b
11096 doublesex 96 86 100 105 same Tid
11245 Dorsal interacting protein 1 37 91 111 102
11570 BarH2 101 91 102 102
11770 Actin 42A
12082 Dopamine transporter 103 b 82 98 b 106
12205 100 49 103 131
12573 longitudinals lacking 90 87 95 b 92 b
12574 longitudinals lacking 94 88 96 b 94 b
13070 rhinoceros 86 55 96 b 105
13645 DNA polymerase epsilon 87 83 106 103
13687 Grunge 51 22 108 96 b
13725 HLH54F 100 97 99 b 102
13813 CG14852 86 () 102 ()
14374 CG5873 19 97 140 101 same Tid
14392 CG7714 96 82 101 96 b same Tid
14556 new glue 1
Figure 7.24: Compared analysis of wing parameters in MS1096 Gal4, Sd Gal4 and
phenotypic strength in primary (notum) assay; average area compared to both box
intrinsic controls and average asymmetry (length/width ratio of fitted ellipse) com-
pared to both box intrinsic controls; “both” indicates if individual average areas of
one IR situation were bigger than both box intrinsic controls (for area) or smaller
than both box intrinsic controls (for asymmetry); colours indicate absolute differ-
ence; empty box: not tested; “()”: not analyzable; part 1
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Tid gene name MS area Sd area MS asymmetry Sd asymmetry
Among stongest notum 
phenotypes
14691 CG1621 99 89 101 93 b
14783 CG5468 100 b 100 101 97 b
15000 CG5756 95 88 105 100
15238 CG3825 69 43 97 b 73 b
15272 CG14961 89 76 80 b 88 b
15580 CG3246
15741 CG32343 89 90 104 98 b same Tid
16044 myoblast city 108 b 98 101 101
16371 CG11940 100 81 98 b 105
17043 mrityu 104 b 99 91 b 87 b
17139 CG13343 96 48 96 b 95 b
17174 CG13407 96 88 98 b 99
17716 mob as tumor suppressor 119 b 126 b 86 b 74 b same Tid
17856 CG12506 114 b 120 b 93 b 99 b
18161 CG1116 95 80 103 100
18213 CG14222 95 97 102 105
18611 O-glycosyltransferase 72 98 116 102
18832 Pherokine 3 92 lethal 94 b lethal
19075 CG33229
19717 domeless 98 87 101 103
19774 CG11686 29 lethal 88 b lethal same Tid
20250 CG12605 98 94 101 95 b
20410 BCL7-like 103 b 93 97 b 97 b
20855 MTA1-like 94 85 100 97 b same Tid
20933
Hepatocyte growth factor 
regulated tyrosine kinase 
substrate () ()
20962 CG2976 104 b 92 98 b 105
20968 CG5933 102 b 94 101 100
20969 CG5933 99 96 104 101
21090 CG30076 107 b 95 97 b 99
21135 CG30337 103 b 95 93 b 98 b
21477 complexin
21478 complexin
21910 CG4641
22040
Sialic acid phosphate 
synthase 100 93 101 103 same Tid
22994 expanded 114 b 149 b 95 b 48 b same Tid
23142 kohtalo 92 lethal 100 lethal
23489 CG13981 101 b 87 99 b 105
23888 CG13503 94 90 101 100
24466 Hairless 102 b 53 95 b 103
24505 Imitation SWI 97 wrinkled 97 b ()
24573 CG12660 94 97 102 101
25014 orange 100 92 100 102
25023 tau 88 67 102 97 b same Tid
25246 CG17293 108 b 73 98 b 100
25251 CG17295 83 54 87 b 67 b
25500 CG6051 91 83 100 102
25666 CG31058 100 () 98 b ()
25823 CG31726 24 bubble sac 142 bubble sac
25933 CG31967 30 33 47 b 68 b
25958 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase 86 93 92 b 105
25959 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase 85 85 94 b 101
26042 CG32345 102 97 99 b 103
26132 CG32414 84 smaller 96 b ()
26460
GTPase-activating protein 
69C 102 b 93 97 b 103
26472 CG4266 92 79 98 b 97 b
26480 arouser 96 53 101 91 b
27566 Leucine-rich repeat 47 96 95 98 b 95 b
Figure 7.25: Compared analysis of wing parameters in MS1096 Gal4, Sd Gal4 and
phenotypic strength in primary (notum) assay; average area compared to both box
intrinsic controls and average asymmetry (length/width ratio of fitted ellipse) com-
pared to both box intrinsic controls; “both” indicates if individual average areas of
one IR situation were bigger than both box intrinsic controls (for area) or smaller
than both box intrinsic controls (for asymmetry); colours indicate absolute differ-
ence; empty box: not tested; “()”: not analyzable; part 2
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Tid gene name MS area Sd area MS asymmetry Sd asymmetry
Among stongest notum 
phenotypes
27577 female lethal d 94 66 98 b 130
27937 Cyclin C 97 106 b 96 b 90 b
28070 tonalli 104 b 93 102 103 other Tid - same CG
28359 CG3690 97 92 101 98 b
28426 CG6696 70 65 59 b 74 b
28503 CG14581 94 92 99 b 97 b
28505 93 () 103 b ()
28588 CG31230 100 94 99 b 101
28667 folded gastrulation 98 93 101 106
28788 CG31658 lethal lethal lethal lethal same Tid
28889 bicoid-interacting protein 3
28904 CG8445 92 35 98 b 99 b
29715 CG10570 99 93 101 99
29775 CG9086 96 102
29990 CG14955 105 b 94 97 b 101
30436 CG1845 104 b 94 96 b 102 other Tid - same CG
30437 CG1845 98 93 97 b 99 b same Tid
30596 terminus 88 86 97 b 101
30731 Trehalase 96 98 100 98 b same Tid
30734 CG5669
30863 Wnt oncogene analog 5 51 smaller 119 ()
31158
Ubiquitin conjugating 
enzyme 2
31264 Cyclin-dependent kinase 8 95 94 b same Tid
31522 kermit 102 95 99 100
31523 kermit 105 b 97 98 b 97 b
31666 Rab39 98 () 99 b () same Tid
31704 CG12229 98 96 100 99 b
31761 Eaf6 97 91 96 b 98 b
32055 CG13652 96 98 99 b 95 b same Tid
32421 Cyclin A 41 78 101 103
32610 CG15479 overgrown by mold 100 overgrown by mold 99 same Tid
32611 CG15480 97 99 101 104
32809 australin 101 b 85 98 b 103
32830 CG17033 103 b 97 98 b 97 b
32835 CG17042 107 b 92 98 b 103
32924 CG32699 103 b 99 99 b 97 b
32951 CG17565 99 101 101 99 b
33123
muscarinic Acetylcholine 
Receptor 60C 99 89 100 101
33593 rev7 90 81 97 b 89 b
33807 CG13636 lethal lethal
34105 CG4270 95 90 100 102
34138 basket 101 96 100 101
34139 basket 104 b 87 97 b 101 b
34323 CG5265 108 b 90 100 102
34362 taranis 91 79 93 b 99
34582
Brahma associated protein 
170kD 40 lethal 101 lethal
34735 lethal (2) k16918 105 b 95 101 102
35072 CG6325 99 95 101 101
35147 lethal (3) neo38 106 b 98 97 b 99 b
35179 CG7158 82 lethal 99 b lethal
35212 CG7358 88 49 100 125
35213 CG7372 106 b 90 98 b 104
35503 CG33291 99 83 86 b 91 b
35697 engrailed 86 54 96 b 111
35698 engrailed 90 80 96 b 103
35731 Pten 124 b 121 b 96 b 98 b
35962 CG8569 105 b 102 100 101
36067 CG8944 102 97 106 101
36219 dachsous 113 b 119 b 67 b 71 b same Tid
36343 CG7896 84 80 101 103
36355 domeless 88 90 100 103
36356 domeless 77 81 101 104
Figure 7.26: Compared analysis of wing parameters in MS1096 Gal4, Sd Gal4 and
phenotypic strength in primary (notum) assay; average area compared to both box
intrinsic controls and average asymmetry (length/width ratio of fitted ellipse) com-
pared to both box intrinsic controls; “both” indicates if individual average areas of
one IR situation were bigger than both box intrinsic controls (for area) or smaller
than both box intrinsic controls (for asymmetry); colours indicate absolute differ-
ence; part 3
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Tid gene name MS area Sd area MS asymmetry Sd asymmetry
Among stongest notum 
phenotypes
36424 CG6434 103 77 99 b 99 b
36508 CG8738 99 99 104 104
37062 fork head 92 105 b 102 107 same Tid
37066 Hr4 28 smaller 111 ()
37161 CG8083
37261 CG32058 84 64 97 b 99 b
37526 enoki mushroom 76 99 other Tid - same CG
37527 enoki mushroom 98 87 97 b 101 same Tid
37715 trithorax 101 b 89 101 102 same Tid
37983 CG3818 105 b 83 95 b 116 same Tid
38349 CG10177 86 96 90 b 103
39126 mrj 95 93 100 103
39177 crumbs 99 104 b 104 95 b same Tid
39192 CG31784 101 87 98 b 106 same Tid
39205
Chromosome-associated 
protein 42 14 83 b 94 b
39341 CG15758 88 107
39761 Enhancer of zeste
39765 CG10802 40 21 52 b 96 b
40118 partner of drosha stock is likely contaminated - - stock is likely contaminated - - stock is likely contaminated - -
40127 CG18128 lethal lethal same Tid
40540 eyes closed 91 smaller 94 b ()
40852 Gustatory receptor 23a lethal lethal
41714 CG7650 71 39 101 84 b
42171 Suppressor of profilin 2 74 70 98 b 98 b
42204 little imaginal discs 88 88 97 b 99 b
42423 Su(z)12 99 87 98 b 106
42520 CG15533 94 86 101 103
43128 CG15517 116 b 73 99 b 109
43649 CG7668 50 97 b 101
43790 Krueppel target at 95D 89 84 95 b 109
43822 CG7367
43939 MTF-1 106 b 90 98 b 103
44810 CG10139 105 b 88 98 b 104 b same Tid
45187 CG13004 101 95 104 103
45370 Cyclin-dependent kinase 8 95 94 97 b 88 b same Tid
45371 Cyclin-dependent kinase 8 92 89 97 b 100 b other Tid - same CG
45648 CG6479 101 b 92 91 b 94 b same Tid
45655 CG16756 106 b 103 100 101
45993 CG11289 79 smaller 104 () same Tid
46012 mutagen-sensitive 304 95 no larval offspring 98 b no larval offspring
46169 CG4951 94 89 97 b 94 b
46244 dpr15 24 lethal 125 lethal
46499 Sex combs reduced 107 b 98 100 99 same Tid
46500 Sex combs reduced 110 b 104 b 101 101 other Tid - same CG
46645 Enhancer of bithorax 96 96 101 100
46646 CG32534 95 90 103 102
47450 CG14224 90 64 96 b 92 b
47771 kekkon5 46 41 88 b 108
48026 CG10344 98 94 98 b 102
48354 CG32709 100 92 98 b 102
48390 CG32614 114 b 100 98 b 101
48413 CG33054 90 84 102 101
48619 CG10863 94 87 102 104
48835 Cyclin C 88 98 101 97 b
48846 split ends 64 61 91 b 110
49112 CG31352 97 98 101 101
49542 split ends 93 78 101 100
49543 split ends 59 78 100 b 103
49577 new glue 1 95 88 96 b 101
49814 Lysozyme B 101 99 100 103
Figure 7.27: Compared analysis of wing parameters in MS1096 Gal4, Sd Gal4 and
phenotypic strength in primary (notum) assay; average area compared to both box
intrinsic controls and average asymmetry (length/width ratio of fitted ellipse) com-
pared to both box intrinsic controls; “both” indicates if individual average areas of
one IR situation were bigger than both box intrinsic controls (for area) or smaller
than both box intrinsic controls (for asymmetry); colours indicate absolute differ-
ence; part 4
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Tid Gene name Sd Gal4 (dissection) Sd Gal4 (histology) MS1096 Gal4 (dissection)
908 CG7896 bent down wrinkled
937 echinoid
938 echinoid bent down
1093 Cadherin-N
1199
nicotinic Acetylcholine Receptor 
beta 96A males scalloped
1209 Syntaxin 18
1278 Hemomucin scalloped
1279 Hemomucin
3033 Sex combs reduced halteres transformed to wing (4 escapers)
3034 Sex combs reduced halteres transformed to wing halteres transformed to wing
3793 Rho-kinase bent down
3795 Sex comb on midleg
4312 dachsous
4349 CG7016
5650 vrille
5773 CG1288 bent down
6212 kayak
6313 gigas bent up; 1 fly / vial w+ variegation folded wrinkled
6314 gigas bent up
6315 groucho folded
6823 CG5388 bent down weakly bent up
6824 CG5388 bent down, shape different
7748 Axin
7803 extradenticle
7823 hippo
7912 Wrinkled
8340 Vha16-2
8532 CG7510
8772 CG13159
9396 fat bent down
9928 warts
10102 fear-of-intimacy
small wrinkled (1/1m), scalloped 
(6/6f)
10420 GATAe
all flies stretch legs away upon 
anaestetization (instead of most flies 
contracting them)
10463 radiation-resistant wrinkled, necrotic
10662 neuralized
10715 spineless
10835 Jun-related antigen
10853 suppressor of sable
10856 Sox box protein 14
11096 doublesex bent down
11245 Dorsal interacting protein 1 no halteres, only 1 female surviverer wrinkled
11570 BarH2
12082 Dopamine transporter
12205
not annotated anymore 
(formerly: CG31236) strong notching strongly scalloped
12573 longitudinals lacking
12574 longitudinals lacking
13070 rhinoceros maybe denser hair; bent upwards wrinkled (4/4) few males
13645 DNA polymerase epsilon few males
13687 Grunge dense hair
short, with smoothened border and 3 
bulges no males
13725 HLH54F
13813 CG14852
14374 CG5873 wrinkled very thin, longitudinal wings
14392 CG7714
14691 CG1621
14783 CG5468
15000 CG5756
15238 CG3825 strongly scalloped strongly scalloped, triangular wing wrinkled
15272 CG14961 wrinkled
15580 CG3246 wrinkled; only 1 female escaper
15741 CG32343
16044 myoblast city
16371 CG11940 wrinkled, blistered wrinkled (4/4) folded
17043 mrityu
males seem broader and are slightly 
scalloped
17139 CG13343 wrinkled, bent down
small, wrinkled (3/3f); small, paddle 
like (2/2m)
17174 CG13407 distal tip flat (1/3)
17716 mob as tumor suppressor
17856 CG12506 bent up
18161 CG1116
strongly scalloped in males (which 
are hemizygous for Sd Gal4)
18213 CG14222
18611 O-glycosyltransferase wrinkled
19717 domeless
19774 CG11686 wrinkled
20250 CG12605 wrinkled
20410 BCL7-like
20855 MTA1-like all males scalloped
20933
Hepatocyte growth factor 
regulated tyrosine kinase 
substrate bent down
20962 CG2976
20969 CG5933
21090 CG30076
Figure 7.28: Wing screens for overgrowth candidates: other phenotypes (besides
area/asymmetry/vein) as judged on the dissection microscope and at the histology
microscope; interesting morpological phenotypes (scalloping) highlighted in yellow
and behavioral phenotypes highlighted in blue
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Tid Gene name Sd Gal4 (dissection) Sd Gal4 (histology) MS1096 Gal4 (dissection)
22040 Sialic acid phosphate synthase
22994 expanded wrinkled wrinkled
23489 CG13981
23888 CG13503
24466 Hairless bent down small, wrinkled (2/2) wrinkled
24505 Imitation SWI wrinkled, scalloped
24573 CG12660
25014 orange
25023 tau bent down shorter
25246 CG17293
25251 CG17295 triangular shape strongly scalloped, diamond shaped
25500 CG6051 bent down
25666 CG31058 bent down margin smoothened (4/4) wrinkled
25823 bubble sac wrinkled
25933 dumpy
wrinkled, pupae were formed exclusively 
near food (lower 1/4 of vial) small, wrinkled (1/1) wrinkled
25959 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase bent up
26042 CG32345
26132 CG32414 bent down, maybe dense hair
26460 GTPase-activating protein 69C
26472 CG4266
26480 arouser
27566 Leucine-rich repeat 47
hairs on posterior margin are bigger, 
resembling bristles on anterior 
margin (5/5) wrinkled
27577 female lethal d paddle like shape strong scalloping (4/4) wrinkled
27937 Cyclin C
28070 tonalli
28359 CG3690
28426 CG6696 wrinkled, small, broad (3/3 box c)
28503 CG14581
28505
28588 CG31230
28904 CG8445 wrinkled, bent down short, wrinkled
29715 CG10570
29775 CG9086
30437 CG1845
30731 Trehalase
30863 Wnt oncogene analog 5 wrinkled, bubbles between layers wrinkled
31264 Cyclin-dependent kinase 8
31522 kermit
31523 kermit
31666 Rab39
31704 CG12229
31761 Eaf6
32055 CG13652
32421 Cyclin A 2 female escapers
wider spacing between hairs on 
blade (1), hairs on posterior margin 
look more like bristles (1) wrinkled
32610 CG15479
32611 CG15480
32809 australin
32830 CG17033
32835 CG17042
32924 CG32699
32951 CG17565
33123
muscarinic Acetylcholine 
Receptor 60C
33593 rev7 bent down, bubble sac;
flattened distally (6/6), necrotic (1/6), 
wrinkled (6/6)
34105 CG4270
34138 basket
34139 basket
34323 CG5265
34362 taranis
34735 lethal (2) k16918
35072 CG6325
35147 lethal (3) neo38 strongly scalopped (5/5)
35212 CG7358 strongly scalloped strongly scalopped (2/2)
35213 CG7372
35503 CG33291
35697 engrailed females: bent down; males: bent up
small, wrinkled, folded on anterior 
and posterior side (3/3)
35698 engrailed either bent up or down bent up
35731 Pten
35962 CG8569
36067 CG8944
36219 dachsous few males (only 5)
36343 CG7896
36355 domeless
36356 domeless bent down
36424 CG6434
36508 CG8738
37062 fork head
37066 Hr4 wrinkled wrinkled
37261 CG32058 bent down, maybe dense hair
posterior side seems enlarged,  
wrinkled and furrows
Figure 7.29: Wing screens for overgrowth candidates: other phenotypes (besides
area/asymmetry/vein) as judged on the dissection microscope and at the histology
microscope; interesting morpological phenotypes (scalloping) highlighted in yellow
and behavioral phenotypes highlighted in blue
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Tid Gene name Sd Gal4 (dissection) Sd Gal4 (histology) MS1096 Gal4 (dissection)
37526 enoki mushroom bent down necrotic (4/4)
37527 enoki mushroom bent down
37715 trithorax bent down
37983 CG3818 notches
strongly scalloped laterally, wing 
looks quenched (4/4)
38349 CG10177
there seem to be two 
subpopulations: 1 smaller wings, 
1 normal wings
39126 mrj
39177 crumbs bent up othter wings bent down folded bent up
39192 CG31784
39205
Chromosome-associated 
protein wrinkled, blistered; only 2 female escapers short wrinkled (1/1) bent up
39341 CG15758 bent down wrinkled
39765 CG10802 notches short, paddle like (3/3) bent up
40540 eyes closed bent down
41714 CG7650 wrinkled short, wrinkled (2/2)
42171 Suppressor of profilin 2 bent down
42204 little imaginal discs weakly bent down
42423 Su(z)12 bent up or bent down
42520 CG15533 males scalloped wrinkled
43128 CG15517
43649 CG7668 (few female escapers): ectopic bristles
ectopic bristles on blade (4/4), 
ectopic brisltes concentrated on L2 
(4/4), hairs on anterior margin look 
more like bristles (4/4) wrinkled
43790 Krueppel target at 95D
43939 MTF-1
44810 CG10139
45187 CG13004
45370 Cyclin-dependent kinase 8 wrinkled
45371 Cyclin-dependent kinase 8 few escapers (2), bent down
45648 CG6479
45655 CG16756
45993 CG11289 wrinkled, necrotic thin (4/4)
46169 CG4951
46499 Sex combs reduced bent down, wrinkled
46500 Sex combs reduced
46645 Enhancer of bithorax
46646 CG32534 weakly bent up
47450 CG14224 necrotic; wrinkled
47771 kekkon5 either bent up or down
small, wrinkled, scalloped distally 
(4/4) wrinked
48026 CG10344
48354 CG32709
48390 CG32614
48413 CG33054
48619 CG10863
48835 Cyclin C
48846 split ends necrotic, bent up and others bent down necrotic; wrinkled; scalloping
49112 CG31352
49542 split ends bent down scalloped
49543 split ends some bent up,  most bent down wrinkled
49577 new glue 1
49814 Lysozyme B
Figure 7.30: Wing screens for overgrowth candidates: other phenotypes (besides
area/asymmetry/vein) as judged on the dissection microscope and at the histology
microscope; interesting morpological phenotypes (scalloping) highlighted in yellow
and behavioral phenotypes highlighted in blue
white minus (neg. control) Tid 15238 (CG3825-IR) Tid 37983 (CG3818-IR)
Figure 7.31: Enhanced scalloping
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